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Preface

To whom this book is addressed
What you will learn reading this book
What does Early Access mean

Preface

ples are intended to give basic understanding how to Create,
Read, Update and Delete data (so called CRUD set of operations). After reading this book you should be able to:
• basic use of selected databases from the NoSQL family;
• choose the right base depending on the task to be solved;
• know the strengths and weaknesses of the proposed solutions, both those based on SQL and NoSQL databases.

Early access
Who this book is for
This book is addressed to all the people who want to understand what a NoSQL is and what were the reasons behind its arisen. It may be good both for someone with no computer scientist background and for those who have some IT experience but want to understand why the tools they work
every day looks this and no other way. I don’t want to dive
deep into details of specific technologies or solutions. Instead
of that, I want to explain why things are as they are.
Whenever it is possible a general way of thinking is presented.
Just as you can't eat a cookie only by reading about it, it will
be difficult to understand NoSQL without practical examples.
Therefore, examples of the specific databases basic usage are an integral part of presented contents. I will
skip all the details related to database features or installation
process that can be found on dedicated web pages. All exam-

This book is presented in early access version. Early access allows to publish and share some ideas before the final version
appears. This way, participating in early access, you may contribute how the final version will look like. English is not my
native language and I know that I make a lot of mistakes but I
hope that text is more than readable and at least a little bit understandable. I believe that everything can be better and there
is always a space for improvements. I can say that the Toyota
Way is the way I live and work focusing on continuous improvement, and respect for people. That is why I would be
very grateful if you somehow contribute improving this book.
Any comments, corrections and suggestions are more than
welcome. I write this book not for myself but to share what I
know with others, so help me make it’s contents better.
If this book is buggy or not complete yet why it’s not free? Simply because I need money to finish it and to make it better.
Everything costs. The most precious is time. I, as all other peo5

ple, have to work to live and to support my family. And this
consumes most of my days. Then I have a choice: play with
kids or write a book. I choose playing with kids. I don’t want
to reduce a time spent with my family because I don’t want to
be a virtual parent. So I have just a little time for book. If I
could reduce my job engagement (from full-time to half-time)
I could spend more time on book.
I believe that there is no book like this on the market and I
want to make it better and better. I can do this. I don’t have to
ask publisher if they agree to prepare another version. If something deserves for improvement I simply do this and publish
right after that. Paying for a book you allow me to spending
more time on book without sacrificing my family life. Having
money I can pay for professional translation, text correction
or simply buy better images.

What will you learn in this book?
I don’t want to write this book and forget. My idea is to keep it
as accurate and up to date as it is only possible so you can expect updates in a future even if I reach stable “final” version.
As I wrote above, always there is something to improve. As for
now book covers the following topics (chapter titles highlighted in red indicate finished or, if stated explicitly, in progress content).
Chapter 1 Preface You have just read it. I explain here what
you can expect in this book. I also try to convince you to actively participate in shaping it’s contents.

Chapter 2 SQL, NoSQL, NewSQL In this chapter a general overview of a huge *SQL databases is given. We will try to
answer for the question why there are so many different families of databases. Are they really needed or it is just a mindless
rush? If we need them, what factors plays crucial role? What
was the main reasons behind the new databases types invention? What profits do we have replacing one database by
other? Is it probable that one type will replace other?
This chapter introduces concepts that will be discussed in
more details in the following chapters (chapter 2 and 3).
Chapter 3 SQL. Relational model Although this book is
about NoSQL databases, it is good to have some reference
point. Relational (SQL) seems to be perfect choice because it
is quite natural to consider every novelty in context of a well
known model used for many years. In this chapter we will
point out key features of SQL model, its strengths and weakness.
Chapter 4 NoSQL In this chapter we will discuss when and
why SQL is not enough for business and IT enterprises. What
factors plays crucial role in nowadays system development.
We will try to justify that NoSQL rising was a natural consequence of the changes taking place in the world.
Chapter 5 Column family (BigTable) stores In this section a foundations of column family stores will be given.
Chapter 6 Key-value stores In this section a foundations
of key-value stores will be given.
6

Chapter 7 Document stores In this section a foundations
of document stores will be given.
Chapter 8 Graph stores In this section a foundations of
graph stores will be given.
Chapter 9 Column databases In this section a foundations of column databases will be given.
Chapter 10 Time series databases In this section a foundations of time series databases will be given.
Although I have some notes for every chapter (which can be
found at my web page this is how you can check that I’m not
trying to cheat you), I need one or two months to complete
each chapter.
If you think that my time is worth this effort you can support
what I’m doing now and help me finalize this project.
Buy this book and help to make it better.
Thank you for your engagement.
Piotr Fulmański
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C HAPTER 2

SQL, NoSQL,
NewSQL

General overview of *SQL databases
• Why there are so many different families of databases?
• What factors were the main reason for NoSQL
to appear?
• Is NoSQL going to replace SQL?

S ECTION 1

Data and database

We can define database as an organized collection of data
stored in accordance with specific rules. In this sense postage
stamps collection, books stored in a shelf (in some systematic
or chaotic way) or even kid's cars collection are examples of
databases. In practice we used to think about databases in
much more narrower and thus more useful sense.
First, we think about pure immaterial data - we store numbers, texts, images and songs but not real objects. Probably because real objects are much more harder to manipulate in an
automatic way than sequences of characters.
We define data as a set of values of qualitative or quantitative variables (properties) describing some object or phenomenon.
Although the terms data, information and knowledge are often used interchangeably, each of these terms has a distinct
meaning. Data is a dumb set of values. Nothing more. When

the data is processed and transformed in such a way that it becomes useful to the users, it is known as information. So when
data starts to ,,speak'', when something valueless is turned
into priceless, we have an information. Going further with
other data "transformations" we reach to DIKW (data, information, knowledge, wisdom) pyramid. The DIKW pyramid
shows that data, produced by events, can be enriched with
context to create information, information can be supplied
with meaning to create knowledge and knowledge can be integrated to form wisdom, which is at the top. There is a nice
saying (by Miles Kington):
Knowledge is knowing a tomato is a fruit.
Wisdom is not putting it in a fruit salad.

N OTE
One data, many data...

The Latin word data is the plural of datum (en. (thing)
given) neuter past participle of dare (en. to give). In consequence, datum should be used in the singular and data for
plural, though, in non-specialist, everyday writing, data is
most commonly used in the singular, as a mass noun (like
information, sand or rain) and this is becoming more and
more popular. The first English use of the word data is
from the 1640s. Using the word data to mean transmittable and storable computer information was first done in
1946. The expression data processing was first used in
1954.
9

And this is a true essence of the problem we are discuss.
Second, we pay a great attention to automatic way of processing. The best known tool allowing us to do so nowadays are
computers. That is why immaterial data is so useful for us - we
can turn them into digital data and feed them a computer systems to make them do for us things we won't do ourself.
This should explains why nowadays we define database as a
digital data collected in accordance with the rules adopted
for a given computer program specialized for collecting, storing and processing this data. Such a program (often a package of various programs) is called a database management
system (DBMS).
The database management system (DBMS) is the software
that interacts with end users, applications, and the database
itself to capture and analyze the data. It serves as an intermediate layer isolating end user from all "unnecessary" technical
details. In common language we use the term database to
loosely refer to any of the DBMS, the database system or an
application associated with the database.
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S ECTION 2

SQL

2. In every table we can have any but precisely defined number of columns.
3. Using keys (which are unique identifier for every row
within a given table) we can define relationships between
tables.
Having some data organized this way, for example

We can classify database-management systems according to
the database models that they support. Not going far into the
past we can say that first large-scale used model, dominant in
the market for more than 20 years, were relational databases
arise in the 1970s. We refer them as SQL databases because
Structured Query Language (pronounce it as S-Q-L or sequel)
was used by the vast majority of them for writing and querying data. SQL (in a sense: SQL databases) utilizes Edgar F.
Codd’s relational model.
Database model used by SQL assume that data is represented
in terms of tuples grouped into relations. We can think about
relations as an spreadsheets table while tuples as a rows of
this table. Every tuple in turn consist of one or more attributes which resembles spreadsheet's columns. Main properties
of this model are:
1. We may have any number of tables in our database.

ID

Name

ID

CustomerID

1

Al

1

1

100.00

2

Betty

2

1

33.00

3

Carolina

3

4

5.00

4

Diana

4

2

250.00

5

Emma

5

3

64.00

6

Fiona

6

6

172.00

Total

D ATA 2.1 Customer table (on the left) and Order table (on
the right).

we can do some basic operation on them (notice that the CustomerID column in the Order table refers to the ID column
in the Customer table):
• Retrieve data stored in database

.

• Retrieve data stored in database imposing some conditions
.
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N OTE
Transaction model and ACID

The relational model does not itself define the way in
which the database handles concurrent data change requests named transactions. To ensure consistency and
integrity of data an ACID transaction model is used
and became de facto the standard for all serious relational
database implementations. An ACID transaction should be
• Atomic. The transaction can not be divided - either all
the statements in the transaction are applied to the database or none are.
• Consistent. The database remains in a consistent state
before and after transaction execution.
• Isolated. While multiple transactions can be executed by
one or more users simultaneously, one transaction
should not see the effects of other in-progress transactions.
• Durable. Once a transaction is saved (committed) to the
database, its changes are expected to persist even if there
is a failure of operating system or hardware.
From one side ACID along with relations is the source of
the power of relational databases. On the other hand this
is a source of serious and very difficult to overcome problems.

F IGURE 2.1 Database model used by SQL
• Retrieve joined data stored in database imposing some conditions .
• Insert data into database
• Update existing data

.

.

• Delete existing database

.

An inseparable part of this system is a set of rules known as
the normal forms. What is interesting, relational model defines few levels of conformance specifying how data should be
organized into tables. The main goal of all normal forms is to
force user to keep data in a form limiting data redundancy
and helping to avoid troubles while data is inserted, updated
or deleted. Normalization guidelines are cumulative. For a database to be in 2NF (second normal form), it must first fulfill
all the criteria of a 1NF (first normal form) database; to be in
3NF, it must be in 2NF, etc.
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The way of data organization imposed by normal forms, influence the way we think about real objects. A relational database is like a garage that forces you to take your car apart and
store the pieces in little drawers, every time you drive into it.
Mismatch between the relational model (the way we store
data) and real object propagated to object-oriented programming languages (the way we use data) had serious consequences. Whenever an object was stored
into or retrieved from a relational dataThe main goal of all normal
base, multiple SQL operations were reforms is to force user to
quired to convert from the object oriented
keep data in a form limiting
data redundancy and helprepresentation to the relational represening to avoid troubles while
tation. This was cumbersome for the prodata is inserted, updated or
deleted.
grammer and could lead to performance
or reliability issues.
This led to first attempt to replace relational databases with
something else. This is why in the late 1980s and early 1990s
object-oriented DBMSs were developed. These objectoriented DBMSs (OODBMS), however, never saw wide-spread
market adoption. The main reasons for this state of affairs
was that they lacked a standard, universal, interface like SQL.
People are so used to using SQL, that other interfaces seemed
to be awkward or useless. It is true even now — every modern
database technology offers SQL-like interface even if internally it is not relational system. OODBMS offered the advantages to the application developer, but forgot about those who
wished to consume information for business purposes. This
could be the reason that OODBMS systems had completely

failed to gain market share. We have to reA relational database is like
member that databases don’t exist to
a garage that forces you to
make programmers life simpler. They rep- take your car apart and
store the pieces in little
resent significant assets that must be acdrawers, every time you
cessible to those who want to mine the in- drive into it.
formation for decision making and business intelligence. By implementing a data
model that was only understandable and could be used by the
programmer, and ignoring the business user of a usable SQL
interface, the OODBMS failed to gain support outside programmers world.
This way SQL databases have defended their dominant position in the market. Relational model is undoubtedly characterized by the following set of positive features.
• ACID transactions at the database level makes development
and usage easier.
• Most SQL code is portable to other SQL
databases.
• Typed columns and constraints helps
validate data before it’s added to the database which increase consistency of
the data stored in database.

Databases don’t exist to
make programmers life simpler. They represent significant assets that must be accessible to those who want to
mine the information for decision making and business
intelligence.

• Build in mechanism like views or roles
prevents data to be changed or viewed by unauthorized users.
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To be honest one cannot forget about negative side of relational model. Most of the following features weren’t at that
time a problem but they exist.
• ACID transactions may block system for a short time which
may be unacceptable.
• The object-relational mapping is possible but can be complex and add one more intermediate layer.
• RDBMSs don’t scale out. Sharding over many servers can be
done but requires new or tuned application code and will be
operationally inefficient.
• It is difficult to store high-variability data in tables.
• It is difficult to store data in real time and make real time
processing.
Despite its drawbacks relational databases, were very well established in IT and seems to be perfectly crafted to all needs
and nothing announced that a new era was coming. Unexpectedly in the 2000s, non-relational databases, referred to as
NoSQL, became popular, because they use query languages
different than SQL used so far.

Summary
Relational model is undoubtedly characterized by the following set of positive features.

• ACID transactions at the database level makes development
and usage easier.
• Most SQL code is portable to other SQL databases.
• Typed columns and constraints helps validate data before
it’s added to the database which increase consistency of the
data stored in database.
• Build in mechanism like views or roles prevents data to be
changed or viewed by unauthorized users.
To be honest one cannot forget about negative side of relational model.
• ACID transactions may block system for a short time which
may be unacceptable.
• The object-relational mapping is possible but can be complex and add one more intermediate layer.
• RDBMSs don’t scale out. Sharding over many servers can be
done but requires new or tuned application code and will be
operationally inefficient.
• It is difficult to store high-variability data in tables.
• It is difficult to store data in real time and make real time
processing.
• Too much overhead in using a full- featured DBMS as a
“dumb” data store for may web-based application.
14

• SQL is an overkill for simple look-up queries.
• Consistency and correctness in the price of availability and
performance.
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S ECTION 3

Big Data — big problem
with data

Why was NoSQL created? You could say SQL was getting old.
Nothing could be more wrong. Information technology is one
of the few areas in which the system components do not
change because of their age. The only impulse for change is
usefulness. Never age. An unknown factor had to appear, forcing us to abandon previously known technologies.

• Increase the speed of stamping a single sheet employing a
mega man — a man who can do this much faster than all
other known man. Despite of having mega man, this increase in speed has its natural physical limitations — mega
man can’t work faster than himselves.
• We can divide the stack into smaller (sub)stacks and assign
each smaller stack to another person. Increasing stamping
speed can be achieved by assigning more people to this
task. What's more, despite the fact that each of the people,
compared to the mega man from the first example, will be
much less efficient, this task considered as a whole will be
solved much faster.

To find an answer for this question, let's make a very simple
mental experiment performed on N sheets of paper.

Numbering task Numbering all N cards with N natural
numbers from 1 to N. Numbered pages should be stored as a
pile of pages preserving increasing order from the bottom to
the top.
In this case there is no possibility to divide task into smaller
(sub)tasks. The only chance to increase performance is to increase processing power of a one single processing unit (employ mega man). But this, as we know, has some unbreakable
limits.

Stamping task Having a stamp, mark every sheet of paper
with it.
It is boring but feasible task. What is important, to complete it
with less time (increase performance), we may do one of the
following actions.

In the stamping task case we saw an example of so called system scaling. Generally speaking, scalability is the property
of a system to handle a growing amount of work by adding
resources to the system. In our case, there are two options to
scale our system:

When data becomes a problem?
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• either by increasing the power of single execution unit
(mega man) — this is called vertical scaling,
• or increase the number of execution unit — this is called
horizontal scaling. Horizontal scaling seems to be more
perspective. There is "only" one small but important detail:
our task should be divisible into independent subtasks. Unfortunately this is not always the case as we have seen in the
numbering task. We will say that stamping task is a scalable
task while numbering task is a non-scalable task.
N OTE
Scalable numbering task

Saying the truth, there are some options to scale numbering task. None of them is perfect — see Appendix A for
more details.
When does a non-scalable task become a
When there is relatively litproblem for us? Notice that need for scaltle data, non-scalable (or at
most vertically scalable) sysing occurs only in case of voluminous set
tems are sufficient.
of data (we say often: large data or big
data). For small N there should be no
problems to complete both stamping task and numbering task
by only one man in reasonable time. When there is relatively
little data, non-scalable (or at most vertically scalable) systems are sufficient. So data may be a probData may be a problem
lem when there is a lot of it. But what
when there is a lot of it.
does a lot mean? How is it today? Do we

have a lot of data today?

Volume
It is assumed that today organizations and users world-wide
create over 2.5 EiB (260, more than 1018 , 5 billions DVD) of
data a day. As a point of comparison, the Library of Congress
currently holds more than 300 TiB ( 240 , more than 1012 ,
65000 DVD) of data. Almost any aspect of our live is, or can
be, a source of data (another question is, if we really need
them?) and they can be generated by human, machines as
well as environment. The most common are (H is used to denote human, M — machines, E — environment):
• (H) social media, such as Facebook and Twitter,
• (H) scientific and research experiments, such as physical
simulation,
• (H) online transactions, such as point-of-sale and banking,
• (M) sensors, such as GPS sensors, RFIDs, smart meters and
telematics,
• (M) any working device we monitor for our safety, such as
planes or cars,
• (E) weather conditions, cosmic radiation.
Today, we collect all data we can get regardless whether we
really need them or not. The term data lake was created for
this type of data "collection". They acts as a lake with lots of
17

N OTE
How much data?

Saying the truth, there are some options to scale numbering task. None of them is perfect — see Appendix A for
more details.

What is worse, volume is not the only
Over time, large amounts of
problem with data. Along with that, there
data hide what we previare more factors playing also very imporously stored.
tant role: velocity and variety. All of
them together constitutes something we called nowadays big
data.

Every minute (in 2018):

N OTE

• 4.166.667 likes made by Facebook users,

More Vs

• 347.222 tweets on Tweeter,

According to some sources, today big data features may be
summed up in more than three different Vs. Today for a
dataset to be considered as a big Big Data, it must possess
characteristics commonly referred to as the Five Vs: volume, velocity, variety, veracity and value. The more we
use Big Data, the greater impact on our live it has. Going
further, we might consider up to 10 factors: among volume, velocity, variety, veracity and value defined so far
we should also consider: validity, volatility, variability,
viscosity and vulnerability.

• 100.040 cals on Skype,
• 77.166 hours of movies from Netflix,
• 694 Uber users take ride,
• 51.000 application are downloaded from AppStore.
different things inside, not always easily accessible and visible. We do this (collect data) not necessarily because we need
it but because we can. Maybe one day we will need it — we
think. Over time, large amounts of data can hide what we previously stored. This is like my basement: I know that some elements I need are somewhere in it. Unfortunately, because
there are so many elements, it's cheaper, easier and faster to
buy new one than try to find them in my basement element
lake.

This growth of data size is outpacing the growth of storage capacity, leading to the emergence of information management
systems where data is stored in a distributed way, but accessed and analyzed as if it resides on a single machine. Unfortunately, an increase in processing power does not directly
translate to faster data access, triggering a rethink on existing
database systems.
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This justifies why we've heard about
SQL solutions were not able
NoSQL so "recently" (relational (SQL) dato cope with the current
tabases are known from the 1970s, nonreneeds of working with large
data sets in real time.
lational databases (NoSQL) from the
2000s). Until the data explosion, the existing solutions (SQL) proved to be sufficient. Now they are not
able to cope with the current needs of working with large data
sets in real time.

19

S ECTION 4

NoSQL

NoSQL shouldn't be taken too literally: it is not against the
SQL language. SQL as well as other query languages are used
with NoSQL databases. For our purpose, we will use NoSQL
definition I have found in [ ] and I liked it very much:
NoSQL is a set of concepts that allows the rapid and efficient
processing of data sets with a focus on performance, reliability, and agility.
As we can see, we don't discredit any existing databases system, including deserved RDBMS systems. In the NoSQL solutions, we focus primarily on processing which is:

One of the most important negative feature of SQL databases
is it relational, forced by normal forms, nature. Every time we
have to get some information, we have to combine data distributed among many tables into something united. Going back to
the previously given example with a car, every time we want to
take a ride, we have to combine all of the pieces collected in little drawers and rebuild our car. In real database life such an
operation of combining, called join, is repeated many times
in a minute or even second. It needs time, memory and utilizes CPU power. Natural way of thinking is to get rid of this.
Let's try to think about our data as it doesn't need joins. Let's
organize them in some different way.
In a way, it turned out that a change in the approach to the
method of data storage resulted in easily implementable distributivity and scalability.

• fast,
• efficient,
• reliable,
• agile.

Motivations
Let's pay attention to the factors that were taken into consideration during NoSQL development.
Flexibility One drawback when working with relational database is that we have to know many things (or all of them) in
advance before we start using this database. We are expected
to know all the tables and columns that will be needed to support an application. It is also commonly assumed that most of
the columns in a table will be needed by most of the rows. In
20

Agile approach to data is
the flexibility to collect,
store and processing any
type of data any time its appear

practice sometimes we have no idea how
many and what types of columns we will
need or we add a column to our database
just to support an option which happens
only once in a million cases.

Moreover, very often our choice changes frequently as we develop our business or IT infrastructure and identify important
factors or redefine those already known. This may be named
as agile approach to data — the flexibility to collect, store and
processing any type of data any time its appear.
Flexibility allows us also reduce costs, which is highlighted in
the one of the following items.
Availability Today's world is full of information in a sense
that we can find an information we are looking for in many different sources. We know it, so if one of the sources is unavailable we will not wait for it but more likely will shift to another
one. Think about the way you use web browser to find the webpage with information you need. In just a second you have
thousands of results. In consequence if you click on the first
link and wait more than 3 seconds to see a resulting webpage
you become irritated and click second link in hope to get result in less then one second.
Speed For the customer's point of view, availability seems to
be the most important factor. Relational architecture with lots
of constraints set on data (tables) and additional rules (e.g. databases triggers) and needs of splitting every object into the
smallest pieces (normal forms) does not support fast data sav-

N OTE
Availability

User requirements for database availability are becoming
more and more rigorous. First of all, they expect that in
the event of a system failure, they will not lose any data or
only a strictly defined amount of them — database system
must be reliable. However, it may take a long time to fix
the failure and restore the database. Therefore, meeting
the second expectations of users, namely ensuring the continuous availability of database systems, even in the event
of damage to their individual components or a sudden increase in load, requires the use of appropriate continuous
availability technology (High Availability — HA).
Availability is usually represented by the number of 9's
Availability

Unavailability time
within a month

within a year

95%

36 hours

18 days

99%

7 hours

3.5 days

99.5%

3.5 hours

2 days

99.9%

43m i 12s

8h i 45m

99.99%

4m i 19s

52m i 36s

99.999%

25s

5m i 15s

Amazon S3 is designed for 99.999999999% (11 9's) of
availability.
21

ing. It would be much useful to allow store immediately anything we want at the time we want deferring all rules checking
to some later point in the time.
Moreover, very often relational complexity is no needed. We
don't need sophisticated logic to handle all the articles from a
blog. This logic can be easily implemented in application code
in favour of data availability.
Cost One option is that we can use one expensive server and
second for it's backup. At the beginning most of its resources
will be unused. Load will increase through time and reaches
its limit in five years but we have to pay for this now — it's a
waste of money. Other option is to buy low-cost machine(s)
sufficient for current needs. When load will increase a little
bit, we can add one more node to our cluster. We can do such
a small steps every time a load goes up. Thus we can save
some money, which is important especially when we start our
business.
Scalability Scaling is the only way we can meet above requirements. It is important that this should be as easy and
with as little additional costs as it is only would be possible.
Depending on the needs of a particular application, some of
these factors may be more important than others — this explains why NoSQL family is so big.

NoSQL family
Family of NoSQL stores is broad but we can distinguish few
main types of them:
• column family stores,
• key-value stores,
• document stores,
• graph stores,
• column databases,
• time series databases.
A separate chapter is devoted to each type later in the book.
Now only short characteristic will be given.
A column family store, although uses a well known concept
of tables, rows, and columns, behaves different than relational
database. For every table we define one or more column families — a group of related data. The key difference is that
the names and format of the columns can vary from
row to row in the same table. We can have as many columns within every family as we want but all the columns from
one family are tried to be kept together in case of database distribution.

22

N OTE
Database or store?

A datastore is, as the name indicates, a place where data is
stored. We can store data for example in a hard disk simply using a file storage system or in a database, in which
the data are stored physically in files, but those files are
managed by some, very often sophisticated, management
system. Viewed from this perspective, database are a special type of datastore. Not all NoSQL databases have a
builtin "manager", or their functionality is very limited, so
the management is done in the application level. That is
why we may see them just as an another one storage system. Simply speaking, simple NoSQL databases (for example key-value) are very often referred as a store while
those more complicated (graph for example) as a database, but this is not rule of the thumb.
In this book, to avoid word repetition, both terms are used
interchangeably.
To get an access to a data we have to specify: a row key, a column family name, a column name, and very often, a timestamp.
A key-value store as a primary data structure uses associative arrays more commonly named today as a dictionary or
hash table. The term dictionary best describes ideas behind
this type of databases. Generally speaking, dictionaries con-

tain a collection of objects, or records, which in turn have
many different fields within them, each containing data. This
is exactly how real paper dictionary, or better think encyclopedia, contains a collection of information (text, images, sounds,
videos). All these records are stored and retrieved using a key
that uniquely identifies the record. This is exactly how we get
an access to information in real paper dictionary — with a key.
And this is the only option. There is no way to get information
we are looking for without a key. Key-value systems treat
the data (identified by a key) as a single opaque collection or better say object (value). There is no way to
search by object’s properties for that simple reason
that every object can be different. It’s up to the user
to handle it properly.
A document. First of all, let's clarify what a document is — it
is a semi-structured object. That is, an object which has some,
not standardized, structure. We may think about document as
a collection of different key-values pairs where every value
may be a different object.
Document-oriented databases can be seen as an "intelligent"
version of the key-value stores. The key difference lies in the
way the stored data is processed. In a key-value store, the data
is considered to be inherently opaque to the database,
whereas a document-oriented system is able to extract and
use values stored in every document. This is clearly visible in
how both systems treat the key. While in key-value stores key
is the only way to get data, so key is very informative and very
often has meaning, in document store key is meaningless
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(very often it is an UUID) and we get data querying documents contents.

BASE set of rules

Relational database systems have their ACID set of rules.
By chemical analogy, NoSQL systems have their BASE set
of rules. While ACID systems focus on high data integrity, NoSQL systems focus on something significantly different: the availability. BASE stands for these concepts:
• Basic Availability means that the database appears to
work most of the time. It allows systems to be temporarily inconsistent so that transactions are manageable. In
BASE systems, the information and service capability are
basically available. This means that there can be a partial failure in some parts of the distributed system but
the rest of the system continues to function.
• Soft-state means that stores don’t have to be writeconsistent, nor do different replicas have to be mutually
consistent all the time. Some inaccuracy is temporarily
allowed and data may change while being used. State of
the system may change over time, even without input.
This is because of eventual consistency.
• Eventual consistency means that there may be times
when the database is in an inconsistent state. Eventually,
when all service logic is executed, the system is left in a
consistent state.

Document databases contrast with the traditional relational database where a single object may be spread
across several tables and to get it joins may be
needed. Document databases store all information
for a given object as a single instance (object), and
every stored object can be different from every other.
Object must be "self-contained" as there is no option to join
different documents.
A graph store as a primary data structure uses graph. This
way, this is the only NoSQL database which has some theoretical foundations established by mathematical theory of graphs.
Graph nodes connected with edges. Very often edges, less often nodes, posses some additional properties. Treated as a
store, every nodes represents one object and edges between
them are relations. Both nodes and edges have properties. The
key concept is not how we store data but how we can query
them. We can make semantic queries. For example, we
can ask for all the people (objects) who hate (relation) hotdogs (object). We can make even more complicated queries
like list all the relatives (object and relation) of the people (objects) over 18 (property) who hate (relation) hot-dogs (object) with ketchup (property). If used correctly, this is really
very powerful tool for data mining.
A column (column-oriented, also columnar) databases store
data, organized into tables, by column rather than by row as it
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is in relational model. Paradoxically we can say that the more
columns we have, the less probable is that we will process all
the columns of a single row. Rather very often we want to process the values of a single (or limited number of) column(s)
across all the rows. This requirement is addressed by column
databases storing all data belonging to the same column (or family of columns) physically together on
disk.
A time series are optimized for storing and processing time
series data, which are are simply measurements or events,
through associated pairs of time(s) and value(s). This could be
server metrics, application performance monitoring, network
data, sensor data, events, clicks, trades in a market, and many
other types of analytics data. The key feature of time series databases is the ability to perform efficiently
some actions on timed series of data like tracking,
monitoring, downsampling, and aggregating over
time. With a time series database, it is common to request a
summary of data over a large time period or to keep high precision data around for a short period of time and aggregated
and downsampled into longer term trend data. In the second
case it means that for every data point that goes into the database, it will have to be deleted after its period of time is up
and some derivative values (like average, mean etc.) were calculated. What is important, this kind of data lifecycle management is provided by database and performed not on application but database site.

Summary
NoSQL is undoubtedly characterized by the following set of
positive features.
• Relax ACID rules in favor of BASE which in many cases is a
price we can pay.
• Schema-less increase processing flexibility.
• It’s easy to store high volume of high variability data arriving with high velocity.
• In many cases modular architecture allows components to
be exchanged.
• Possible linear scaling as new processing nodes are added to
the cluster.
• Possible low(er) operational costs.
• The advantage of using a NoSQL system was that developers
could focus on the aspects of their application that were
more beneficial to their business or organization, rather
than having to worry about how to scale the DBMS.
To be honest one cannot forget about negative side of NoSQL.
• ACID transactions are not supported which demands different way of thinking compared to relational model.
• Lack of common query language (like SQL in relational databases).
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• Lack od build in security mechanism like views or roles.
After few years that distributive, easily scalable nature of
NoSQL databases proved to be something we must have, not
because we want but because we need it — this is the only option to process enormous amount of data. On the other hand,
lack od ACID model replaced by BASE in many business cases
is unacceptable. As it usually happens in real life, the best solution lies somewhere in the middle between SQL and NoSQL
worlds. This is how NewSQL databases arosen.
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NewSQL

Term NewSQL was first time used in 2011 [ ]. Like NoSQL,
NewSQL is not to be taken too literally: the new thing about
the NewSQL is not the new SQL itself but rather some design
goals we want to achieve.
We may say that, like NoSQL, NewSQL is used to describe a
loosely-affiliated group of companies developing some type of
software. If it is really new justifying new prefix before SQL
term is questionable. All of them tries to develop (new) relational database products and services designed to bring the
benefits of the relational model to distributed architectures, or
to improve the performance of relational databases to the extent that horizontal scalability is no longer a necessity.
The first seems to be difficult — this was one of the cause of
NoSQL databases creation: inability to scale SQL databases.
The second seems (to me) to be impossible — this was one of
the cause of NoSQL databases creation: inability to increase

(or decrease if needed) processing power of a single processing unit with flexibility required by today's business world on
the one hand and without paying a lot on the other. If we recall example with mega man from section When data becomes
a problem, you know that is physically impossible to infinitely
increase processing power of a single unit.
Of course, as always when new technology emerges, there
were people who thought that NoSQL would be a perfect solution for all IT problems. For those who know NoSQL background (which we tried to present in previous section) it
shouldn't be surprised that NoSQL couldn't be such an answer. In spite of the technological maturity proved by NoSQL
solutions, the RDBMS users in enterprises are reluctant to
switch to it. We may ask: Why?
The greatest deployment of traditional RDBMS is primarily in
enterprises, what seems to be a perfect area of application.
Probably every enterprise fall into big data rush, so all bigdata issues (discussed in Big Data — big problem with data section) are relevant to them. So why not NoSQL? IT world is
very, very practical and nothing happens without evident
need. Even though there are varieties of NoSQL offerings,
they are typically characterised by lack of SQL support, and
non-adherence to ACID properties replaced
by unpredictable BASE. Despite NoSQL
IT world is very, very practicould help enterprises manage large discal and nothing happens
tributed data, enterprises cannot afford to without evident need.
lose the ACID properties, which were the
key reasons for choosing an RDBMS in the first place. Also,
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since NoSQL solutions don’t provide SQL support, which
most current enterprise applications require, this pushes enterprises away from NoSQL.
Once again in the databases history omission of compliance
with well known and highly adopted standards (SQL) met
with rejection by IT environment (the first time it concerned
object-oriented databases as we described in SQL section).
To address big-data transactional business scenarios that neither traditional relational systems (SQL) nor NoSQL systems
address, alternative database systems have evolved, collectively named NewSQL systems. NewSQL is a shorthand for
the various (new) scalable and high-performance SQL databases.
Technical characteristics of NewSQL solutions, according to
Michael Stonebraker, are as follow [ ]:
• SQL as the primary mechanism for application interaction.
• ACID support for transactions.
• A non-locking concurrency control mechanism so real-time
reads will not conflict with writes, and thereby cause them
to stall.
• An architecture providing much higher per-node performance than available from the traditional RDBMS (SQL) solutions.

• A scale-out, shared-nothing architecture, capable of running
on a large number of nodes without suffering bottlenecks.
So we can think about NewSQL as a Holy Grail unifying SQL
and NoSQL approaches into one universal solution and the
specific use (as SQL, NoSQL or mixed) will be the result of existing needs. Unfortunately, as experience teaches, if something seems to be applicable to all different cases, it can't be
really working.
Given that relational DBMSs have been around for over four
decades, it is justifiable to ask whether the claim of NewSQL’s
superiority is actually true or whether it is simply a marketing
term. If they are indeed able to get better performance, then
the next question is whether there is anything scientifically
new about them that enables them to achieve these gains or is
it just that hardware has advanced so much that now the bottlenecks from earlier years are no longer a problem [ ]. If
NewSQL is only a marketing terms do we really need it?
Wouldn't our time be better invested in trying to understand
what the fundamental issues are and how to overcome them. [
].
Moreover, despite that there are plenty of NewSQL systems,
they have had a relatively slow rate of adoption, especially
compared to the developer-driven NoSQL stream. This is
probably because NewSQL DBMSs are designed to support
the transactional workloads that are mostly found in enterprise applications. Decisions regarding database choices for
these enterprise applications are likely to be more conserva28

tive than for new Web application workloads. This is also evident from the fact that NewSQL DBMSs are used to complement or replace existing RDBMS deployments, whereas
NoSQL are being deployed in new application workloads.

tion in the market. It might be a sign of irrelevance of this direction to real needs.

Summary
NewSQL is undoubtedly characterized by the following set of
positive features.
• ACID support for transactions.
• SQL as the primary mechanism for application interaction.
• Much higher per-node performance than available from the
traditional RDBMS (SQL) solutions.
• A non-locking.
• Scalability.
To be honest one cannot forget about negative side of
NewSQL.
• If for NewSQL we can get much higher per-node performance than available so far from the traditional RDBMS
(SQL) solutions, we can also adopt it to existing SQL systems reducing the NewSQL advantage in this aspect.
• Slow adoption of NewSQL compared to NoSQL is a significant sign that should be taken into consideration — no matter what NewSQL vendors says, something prevents adop29
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Summary

violated. Other words, when existing databases are unable to
satisfy both requirements then something new emerges.

What factors were the main reason for
NoSQL to appear?
As we stated above, every novelty has always some very practical reasons behind them.
DBMS — the mid 1960s

In this chapter a short overview of different database families
was given. We shortly pointed out their main features as well
as some premises justifying their existence.

Why there are so many different families
of databases?
As it was stated, IT world is very, very practical and nothing
happens without evident need. In databases there are two factors which plays important role:
• ability to handle data we want to store;
• the way we store data should help, not disturb, in our business.
Those two, seemingly simple, requirements caused and still
cause instant database changes and development. So we may
say the all novelty in databases is caused when one of them is

First DBMSs were invented to help collect data. This way, instead of carefully crafted for one job but not suitable for other
database, we could use a general database management system (DBMS) to handle different data in exactly the same way.
Thank to this, we could use one common interface to communicate with data related to various different projects or enterprises.
There were two popular data models in this decade: a network
model (called also CODASYL) and a hierarchical model
(called also IMS). What is worth to stress, both models based
on physical data organization. Navigational links or pointer
structures were used in isolation on data. Other words, two records (or may be better say nodes with embedded data) were
connected not because they have something in common but
rather because that physical connection was created. We can
even imagine a situation when two empty records/nodes (without any data) exists and were linked together.
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IBM’s IMS was built to keep track of the supplies and parts inventory for the Saturn V and Apollo space exploration projects.
Reasons: Need to handle different data in exactly the same
way regardless of their type or origin.
SQL — the early 1970s
Although DBMSs were one step ahead in a right direction,
they suffer high degree of complexity. Depending on the
model, data were operated different, nontrivial, way. The concept of making a logical representation of data abstracted
from its physical representation was something natural but impossible to realize without the right model/theory. This became possible after the introduction of the relational model.
The key feature of this model was use data (records) to link
themselves to another data (records). In this model data, not
physical links between nodes, forms relationships. The way
data is stored are not relevant anymore. Regardless it is hierarchy, network or something else, connections were not determined by data structure used to store data but rather data itself. It was possible with the concept of the key— the part of
data programmatically pointed to another data.
This followed by the declarative Structured Query Language
(SQL), eliminates the need to specify how to reach a record,
used across all the relational database systems allows relational databases to be widely adopted by business and IT
world. SQL became de facto a standard of relational database

communication so all of them are known under a common
name as a SQL databases.
What should be stressed, relational model is neither the fastest model, nor the most reliable model — it's just the most
productive model.
IBM’s System R and the University of California’s INGRES are
examples of the first relational DBMSs.
Reasons: Need to abstract logical representation from physical representation.
Object-oriented DBMSs — the late 1980s and early
1990s
The late 1980s and early 1990s brought a new class of programming languages based on new paradigm — orientation
not only to data but to whole objects with data and functionality related to them (so called object oriented programming).
This caused. a big mismatch between the way we store data
and the way we use them. Object-oriented DBMSs were introduced to overcome this difficulties.
Good as an idea but bad in practice these DBMSs never saw
wide-spread market adoption. Main reason for this failure
was the lack of a standard interface like SQL. Designers forgot
that databases are used mostly not by programmers but rather
by those who wished to consume information for business purposes. In most cases databases don’t exist to make programmers life simpler. They represent significant as31

sets that must be accessible to those who want to
mine the information for decision making and business intelligence.

NoSQL — the 2000s

tional model we have to use normal forms along with predefined data model (all relations, data types, constraints etc.). In
that case we are unable to store data of variable types or structures, we can’t simply change database’s data schema to follow upcoming data changes, we can’t store data with high
speed, we can’t easily scale the system according to the overall
load.

The new century brought the arrival of Internet applications
that had more challenging resource requirements than applications from previous years. They needed to scale to support
large number of concurrent users and had to be online all the time. Later another one factor appears — big
data. Relational databases was found to be a bottleneck in
that cases.

These problems turned out to be the origin of the impetus for
changes in the mid to late 2000s. The key aspect of these new
systems (called NoSQL which should be understood as Not
only SQL) is that they forgo strong transactional guarantees
and the relational model of SQL DBMSs in favor of eventual
consistency and alternative data models (e.g., key/value,
graphs, documents).

Foremost was that relational DBMSs at that time were focused on consistency and correctness at the expense of availability and performance. It was inappropriate for web-based
applications that need to be on-line all the time and have to
support a large number of concurrent operations without any
delays.

The advantage of using a NoSQL system was that developers
could focus on the aspects of their application that were more
beneficial to their business or organization, rather than having to worry about how to scale the DBMS.

Reasons: The way we store data were totally different than the
way we use them.

Secondly, there was too much overhead in using a fullfeatured relational DBMS as a “dumb” data store to keep information about articles on a blog. In that case using SQL was an
overkill for simple look-up queries.
Thirdly, relational databases prevent agile approach to application development and data storage. To fully benefit from rela-

So NoSQL in some sense was the tool invented for programmers which reminds aforementioned object-oriented databases movement. What can surprise us, in that case lack of
standardization wasn’t any objection agains wide adoption on
the market. The reason was that all weird NoSQL models were
more beneficial for business than loss. It was cheap, effective,
easily adaptable and very flexible. Moreover, in most cases use
very simple data model acceptable by nontechnical users.
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Reasons: Need to scale to: support large number of concurrent users, be on-line all the time and handle big data.

that to this day there is no well known and widely adopted solution(s) of this type.

NewSQL — the early 2010s

Making some additional assumptions we may simplify the
case to make it more realizable. For example we may assume
read-write transactions that

It turns out, which shouldn’t surprise us, that many organizations, are unable to use NoSQL systems because they cannot
give up strong transactional and consistency requirements in
their applications.
The only options available for them were to either purchase a
more powerful single-node machine and to scale the DBMS
vertically (which can not be done infinitely as we saw in case
of numbering task described in the Big Data — big problem
with data section), or to develop their own custom sharding
middleware that supports transactions (which makes developers less productive and more expensive as they spend too
much time writing code to handle inconsistent data).
NewSQL was supposed to be the answer to these needs. We
may say, it was supposed to be a Holy Grail in database world.
DBMSs of that type should provide the same scalable performance of NoSQL for OLTP read-write workloads while still
maintaining ACID guarantees for transactions. In other
words, these systems want to achieve the same scalability of
NoSQL DBMSs from the 2000s, but still keep the relational
model (with SQL) and transaction support of the legacy
DBMSs from the 1970–80s.
Sounds good but seems to be impossible to achieve as a general solution. This sentence seems to be confirmed by fact that

• are short-lived (i.e., no user stalls),
• touch a small subset of data (i.e., no full table scans or large
distributed joins),
• and are repetitive (i.e., executing the same queries with different inputs).
With these assumption marriage of SQL and NoSQL is not so
impossible but resulting system wouldn’t be universal. On the
other hand, there is no true universal system neither among
SQL systems nor NoSQL systems.
Reasons: Need to scale with keeping strong transaction and
consistency.

Is NoSQL going to replace SQL?
Recall last sentences from previous paragraph:
[...] marriage of SQL and NoSQL is not so impossible but resulting system wouldn’t be universal. On the other hand,
there is no true universal system neither among SQL systems
nor NoSQL systems.
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There is no one, universal solution capable to replace all other
existing. All of them have their pros and cons and are well
suited to some types of applications. The most probable is that
all of them rather will coexists in the foreseeable future than
that one of them will take over the market at the expense of
others.

*SQL databases examples
• SQL:
Oracle, MySql, Microsoft SQL Server, PostgreSQL, IBM
Db2, Microsoft Access, SQLite.
• NoSQL:
• Column family stores
Amazon SimpleDB, Accumulo, Cassandra, Druid,
HBase, Hypertable, Vertica.

• Graph stores
Apache Giraph, MarkLogic, Neo4J, OrientDB, Virtuoso.
• Column databases
Druid, Vertica.
• Time series databases
Druid, InfluxDB, OpenTSDB, Riak-TS, RedisTimeSeries.
• NewSQL
Clustrix, GenieDB, ScalArc, Schooner, VoltDB, RethinkDB,
ScaleDB, Akiban, CodeFutures, ScaleBase, Translattice, NimbusDB, Drizzle, MySQL Cluster with NDB, and MySQL with
HandlerSocket, Tokutek, JustOne DB, Amazon Relational
Database Service, Microsoft SQL Azure, Xeround,
Database.com, FathomDB.

• Key-value stores
Apache Ignite, ArangoDB, BerkeleyDB, Dynamo, FoundationDB, InfinityDB, LevelDB ,MemcacheDB,
MUMPS, Oracle NoSQL Database, OrientDB, Project
Voldemort, Redis, Riak, Berkeley DB.
• Document stores
Apache CouchDB, ArangoDB, BaseX, Clusterpoint,
Couchbase, Cosmos DB, IBM Domino, MarkLogic, MongoDB, OrientDB, Qizx, RethinkDB.
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Toward relational
supremacy

• Relational model is well known and has very good support
in terms of software, documentation, specialist — before you
will resign from this patter, you should be sure what you are
doing.
• To correctly understand NoSQL databases and all pros and
cons we need some reference — in this case we will compare
them with one mode we know best — the relational model.

Pre-relational era
Although this book is about NoSQL, we start our story from
relational pattern. This could be confusing, but we we do it for
the following reasons:
• Remember that term NoSQL means Not only SQL but No
SQL. In this context, term SQL refers not exactly to SQL as a
language but rather to the whole ecosystem where SQL has
existed for the last decades and will exist in the foreseeable
feature: the relational databases. We are not saying We
don't need SQL (and relational databases). Instead we say
Because sometimes relational model is not enough — it does
not suit our business needs, we have to change it in some aspects.
• If there are situations where relational databases aren’t the
best match for our business problem, we should know why
this pattern is not suitable for us and what solution(s) we
can choose instead.

Relational databases for almost 30 years were so dominant in
database market that no one remember about it's difficult
birth time. It's hard to believe, that big players on computer
market were very sceptic to this model. Searching for an answer, why this has happened, we have to go back to the late
1950s.
Very general definition of database we can find in Wikipedia
is: database is an organized collection of data. Collecting of
data seems to be a vital an integral factor in the development
of human civilization and technology. First collections (databases) have a strongly enforced by physical limitations structure: it's enough to think about books (especially dictionaries
and encyclopedias) and libraries. The Great Library of Alexandria in Alexandria, Egypt, Established probably during the
reign of Ptolemy II Philadelphus (285–246 BC) is one of the
example of that kind. It was one of the largest and most significant libraries of the ancient world. The Library was part of a
larger research institution called the Mouseion, which was
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dedicated to the Muses, the nine goddesses of the arts. It is unknown precisely how many volumes (papyrus scrolls) were
housed at any given time, but estimates range from 40,000 to
400,000 at its height. Even today, in digital era, libraries
plays important role. The Library Of Congress is certainly the
most famous and probably the largest library in the modern
world. It is the national library of the United States. It's also
the oldest federal cultural institution in the country, and is
home to more than 32 million books and 61 million manuscripts, one million newspapers from the last three centuries,
over five million maps, six million pieces of sheet music, more
than 14 millions photos and prints as well as numerous
unique, historical documents [ ]. Its existence is so well established in the minds of people that it is very often a point of
reference (measure, unit; see also Capacity units note at the
end of this chapter) when we discuss the capacity of digital databases, data warehouses or any other media.

generate complex fabric patterns. Next, based on loom cards
idea, Hollerith tabulating machines used
punched cards to process the US census
US census was a first largein 1890. It was a first large-scale example
scale example of storing
some data in a form suitable
of storing some data in a form suitable
for further automatic procfor further automatic processing. The apessing
pearance of the term database coincided
with the availability of versatile, highspeed access storages like tapes and next drums and disks
which made work with individual records possible and effective.

From ancient times through the centuries libraries were the
only way to store data. Analog databases were the king of the
information world due to the lack of technical possibilities to
use data in a different way or in another form. This lasted until the 18th century when the industrial revolution brought a
set of new tools we can use.

• database handling code was repeated from one application
to the other;

We can see the genesis of todays digital database in the adoption of punched cards and other physical media that could
store information in a form that could be processed mechanically. We know from the computer science history, that in the
19th century loom cards were used to program fabric looms to

• not all optimization techniques and algorithms could be easily ported in each application.

Although that time computers were not widespread and were
often produced to a specific order for a specific purpose, relatively quickly found out that:
• concurrent access or data changes required sophisticated
code in order to avoid logical or physical data corruption;

• any errors made in application data handling code while this
code was ported from one application to the other led inevitably to corrupted data;

Therefore, it became quite natural to do all of this stuff once
and use many times for different databases. This way data37
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Capacity units

continued

Typical computer science unit is byte (designated as the
upper-case letter B) which is a unit of digital information
that most commonly consists of eight bits. Historically, the
byte was the number of bits used to encode a single character of text in a computer and for this reason it is the smallest addressable unit of memory in many computer architectures. The size of the byte has been hardware dependent and no definitive standards existed that mandated the
size. The modern de facto standard of eight bits, as documented in ISO/IEC 2382-1:1993, is a convenient power of
two permitting the binary-encoded values 0 through 255
for one byte — 2 to the power 8 is 256. The international
standard IEC 80000-13 codified this common meaning.

The correspondence between these values and the physical
states of the underlying storage or device is a matter of convention, and different assignments may be used even
within the same device or program.

Above mentioned bit (binary digit; designated as the
lower-case letter b) is a smallest unit of information. Typically one bit is defined as the information entropy of a binary random variable that is 0 or 1 with equal probability,
or the information that is gained when the value of such a
variable becomes known. As a binary digit, the bit represents a logical state, having only one of two values. It may
be physically implemented with a two-state device. These
values are most commonly represented as either 0 or 1,
but other representations such as true/false, yes/no, +/−,
or on/off are common.

• In most other contexts, the industry uses the multipliers
kilo, mega, giga etc., in a manner consistent with their
meaning in the International System of Units (SI),
namely as powers of 10 and described as a decimal prefixes. For example, a X megabyte hard disk holds
X ⋅ 1000000 bytes, and a 1Mbit/s (gigabit per second) Ethernet connection transfers data at nominal speed of
1000000 bit/s.

The computer industry has historically used the units kilobyte, megabyte, gigabyte etc., and the corresponding symbols KB, MB, GB etc. in at least two slightly different measurement systems.
• In citations of main memory (RAM) capacity, power of 2
are used. For example megabyte customarily means
1048576 bytes. As this is a power of 2 ( 220 ) closest to
„standard” mega meaning which is 1000000 ( 106 ).
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This dual prefix definition existence leads to many confusion and ambiguity because the same prefix letters were
used in both meanings — once as power of 2, other time as
power of 10.

Whatever unit we would not use, it still remains an abstract, immaterial and hard to imagine "object". Thus
other "visible" units are used. One of them is the number
of DVDs needed to save some data. Everyone knows how
DVD looks like, how much physical space it occupies, so
it's much easier to imagine the size of date expressed in
this unit — expressed as a number od DVDs needed to
save it. The most common DVD capacity is 4.7 GB (capacity of single-sided, single-layer DVD), where G is used in a
sense of decimal prefix.

To differentiate both definitions, slightly modified SI prefixes for powers of 2, described as binary prefixes, were
proposed. The names for the new prefixes are derived
from the original SI prefixes (K for kilo, M for mega, G for
giga etc.) combined with the term binary by taking the
first two letters of the SI prefix and "bi" from binary. The
first letter of each such prefix is therefore identical to the
corresponding SI prefixes except for upper-case kilo prefix
K, whereas in SI the lower-case k is used. Thus we have
• kilo (k) to represent multiplier of value 1000 = 103 and
kibi (Ki) to represent multiplier of value 1024 = 210;
• mega (M) to represent multiplier of value
1000 ⋅ 1000 = 106 and mebi (Mi) to represent multiplier
of value 1024 ⋅ 1024 = 220;
• giga (G) to represent multiplier of value
1000 ⋅ 1000 ⋅ 1000 = 109 and gibi (Gi) to represent multiplier of value 1024 ⋅ 1024 ⋅ 1024 = 230;
• etc

For really big sets of data the number of DVDs become so
large that it again becomes abstract. This way more voluminous units are used — for example well known library.
base handling logic was moved from the applications to the intermediate layer — the Database Management System, or
DBMS.
Early database management systems, from performance reasons and lack of any other preceding experiences and premises, enforced both schema and path to get an access to data.
A schema defines the physical structure of the data within
the database. The system to deliver adequate performance en-
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forced data representation so it was fine-tuned to the underlying access mechanisms.
An access path (a way we get the data) defines a fixed sequence of navigating steps from one record to another — there
was no option to have a free access to any record we want as it
is in today's systems.
This architectural properties were so strong and visible that
databases systems of that time are named navigational. The
two main early navigational data models were the hierarchical model (IBM's IMS system), and the network model (CODASYL).
As we can see, in hierarchical model to get from one node we
have to follow path enforced by data dependency. For example to find a project realized by a company we have to start in
Company node and than follow the path Company - Department - Project.
We can say that DBMS of that years were designed by manufacturers, not users. All models, data strucPre-relational databases
tures, hardware and software were very
were designed by manufactightly connected to gain desirable perturers, not users.
formance.

F IGURE 3.1 Network and hierarchical database models

Relational era

more important, cons about their design. In particular, he noticed that:

In the late 1960s, Edgar Codd was working at an IBM laboratory in San Jose, California. He was very familiar with the databases of the day, and he noticed all the pros and, what was

• Existing databases mixed logical and physical implementations. The representation of data in existing databases
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matched the format of the physical storage in the database,
rather than a logical representation of the data that could be
comprehended by a nontechnical user.
• There were no common formal structures and operations we
could do on different databases.
• Existing databases lacked a theoretical foundations guarantee their reliability. Based on arbitrary representations that
did not ensure logical consistency it wasn't possible to deal
with failures and consistencies problems.
• In consequence, existing databases were too hard to use. Databases of the day could only be accessed by people with specialized technical and programming skills which was very
distant from business needs and applications.
Codd published an internal IBM paper outlining his ideas
about a more formalized model for database systems, which
then led to his famous 1970 paper A Relational Model of Data
for Large Shared Data Banks. Surprisingly this paper became
famous later. When published, was so "subversive" that even
big players as IBM was skeptical and questioned the possibility of creation Codd's relational databases which could deliver
adequate performance. However in 1974 IBM initiate a research program to develop a prototype relational database system called System R. System R was the first implementation
of SQL. It was also the first system to demonstrate that a relational database management system could provide good transaction processing performance. System R's first customer was
Pratt & Whitney in 1977.

The same time, Mike Stonebraker at Berkeley started work on
a database system that eventually was called INGRES. INGRES was also relational, but it used a non-SQL query language called QUEL.
Another person worth to mention is Larry Ellison who was familiar both with Codd’s work and with System R, and, what is
more important, he believed that relational databases represented the future of database technology. In 1977, Ellison
founded the company that would eventually become Oracle
Corporation and which would release the first commercially
successful relational database system.

During the succeeding decades many new database systems
(system as a software not conception) were introduced. These
include Sybase, Informix, DB2, Microsoft SQL Server and
MySQL. While all of them differentiate in terms of performance, availability, functionality, or economy, they all share
three key principles:
• Codd’s relational model (see ),
• the SQL language (see ),
• and the ACID transaction model (see ).
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Object-oriented era
Another big step done by databases was caused by introduction of object-oriented programming. This paradigm binds
data with logic. In traditional, procedural, programming languages, data and logic were essentially separate. Procedures
would load and manipulate data within their logic, but the procedure itself did not contain the data in any meaningful way.
Object-oriented programming merged attributes and behaviors into a single object. All the details relevant to a logical
unit of work are stored within the one object or directly linked
to that object. An abstract, general representation of all object
of a given type is known as class. This paradigm simplify software development allowing to think about digital representation of objects as they are in reality. It also helps to make better, clean code so shouldn’t be a big surprise that relatively
quickly gained popularity.
Relational model wasn’t of that kind what
we will see in the next sections. The way
of data organization imposed by some
rules (known as normal forms), influence
the way we think about real objects. In
short relational model avoid any redundant or complex data.
Everything should be kept as simple as it only can be, preferably in one instance and uniquely identified by keys. For example, if we have a car object with four wheels, in our database
there should be only one wheel record and four references to
it from car record.

A relational database is like
a garage that forces you to
take your car apart and
store the pieces in little
drawers.

Mismatch between the relational model (the way we store
data) and real object propagated to object-oriented programming languages (the way we use data) had serious consequences. Whenever an object was stored into or retrieved
from a relational database, multiple SQL operations were required to convert from the object oriented representation to
the relational representation. This was cumbersome for the
programmer and could lead to performance or reliability issues.
This led to the first attempt to replace relational databases
with something else. This is why in the late 1980s and early
1990s object-oriented DBMSs were developed as it was clear
that an Object Oriented Database Management System
(OODBMS) was better suited to meet the demands of modern
applications in the context of their development and lifecycle.
An OODBMS would store program objects directly without
any artificial and unnatural rules (normalization), and would
allow applications to load and store their objects easily. Object
oriented representation seems to be natural but is inherently
non-relational; indeed, the representation of data matched
more closely to the network databases of the previous era like
CODASYL. Seemingly perfect, OODBMS systems had completely failed to gain market share due to be hard to use in real
live applications.
• OODBMS offered the advantages to the application developer, but forgot about those who wished to consume information for business purposes. Lack of a standard, universal,
interface like SQL seemed to be awkward and useless. No42

tice that it is true even now — every modern database technology offers SQL-like interface even if internally it is not relational system.
• Objects are good for manipulating in application but are
very impractical storage form when used to store and retrieve data in somehow formalized form in order to ensure
data integrity and correctness.
This way SQL databases have defended for years their dominant position in the market. Saying the truth it wasn’t because
they are so good but rather because nothing better wasn’t invented.
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S ECTION 2

Relational theory
key concepts

• Every data field is associated with a column name and a
data type.
• Columns must have unique names within a table and a single data type which is created when a table is first defined.
• The entire table, with all column definitions and their data
types, must be created before the first row is inserted into
the table.

Relational theory has two faces. One is purely mathematical
and may be hard to understand. Second explains strict theoretical concepts in easy to use manner. And the second is what
we really use every day, so let’s start with this.

Row oriented model
Relational model is a row oriented model and row is its fundamental concept.
• Row is a basic storage unit used to keep data.
• Set of rows is called a table.
• One single data field in a row is called column.
• All rows within one table consist of a fixed number of column.

• Rows are always added, changed and deleted as atomic units
(a unit of work that’s independent of any other adds,
changes or deletes while this operation is in progress).
• Relation between data stored in different tables are only
through data itself and no any other "external" properties.
• We get data in usable form by selecting all related rows from
different tables with JOIN statements.
• Data are stored as tables, however the physical storage of
the data is independent of the way the data are logically organized.
This description is the easiest to understand as all we know
the concept of a table and we can easily visualize new ideas in
this form. We can deduce from the above
description that the relational model has
The relational model has a
very well-ordered and organa very well-ordered and organized naized nature.
ture. Number and type of columns belonging to one table must be defined before we
start working with it. This helps to make this model "predict44

able" in a sense that can be described in a strict and formalized way. Formalization is important because allow us to get
rid of all physical dependencies among data (as it is in the hierarchical and network model case) and focus only on its (data)
logical structure. In other words, having formal description
we can discuss database properties with no knowledge about
its physical organization.

Relational model
In the theoretical concept of relational model the database is
represented as a set of relations. A relation is interpreted as
nothing but a table of values. Each relation has attributes and
tuples which are informally called respectively columns and
rows (or records). Attributes are the properties which define a
relation. Every attribute has some pre-defined value and
scope which is known as attribute domain. Each tuple in relation is a real-world entity or relationship and consist of values
belonging to a specified attribute domain. The total number of
attributes in the relation is named degree; the total number of
rows is named cardinality. The name of the relation and the
name of attributes contribute to interpreting the sense of each
tuple.

bank data, all of them are organized according to the same set
of rules. We don’t have to define in advance what kind of data
we will us because data organization is completely independent of the way it is used. Whether we will
The source of the power of
make only on-table select or very comrelational model is a separaplex multi-join queries data organization
tion of logical and physical
into tables will be exactly the same. Any
structure of data.
data dependency, or "path" allowing to
"move" across tables (from one to another table) is given only
by data. In other words, the way we navigate through our data
depends only on data itself and nothing else.

Reading about relational model concepts it may be hard to notice what is really important in it and what made it so popular
(or rather useful). This model is totally abstract — it may no
assumption about real object, represented as data, dependency. No matter whether we want to store simple blog data, eshop products and customers data or transaction of a large
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S ECTION 3

Normal forms

the domain of each attribute contains only atomic (indivisible)
values, and the value of each attribute contains only a single
value from that domain. Moreover, for every row there should
exists primary key — one or more columns uniquely identifying that row.
First normal form (1NF) sets the very basic rules for data organization and enforces these criteria:

First normal form (1NF)
sets the very basic rules for
an data organization.

• Eliminate repeating groups in individual tables.
Relational model defines few levels of conformance which are
described under the normal forms names. In this section we
will discuss first three of them to get the idea what they are
for. Although this book is about NoSQL, it’s good to have a
well understanding of relational legacy to not blindly follow
NoSQL trend.
There are many normal forms (NF) but the most common are
first three 1NF, 2NF, and 3NF which seems to be an indispensable element of every existing relational database. Other
forms: BCNF or 3.5NF, 4NF and 5NF are not so often common so we will not discussed it, as first three are enough to
get the idea.

First normal form (1NF)
First normal form (1NF) is a property of a relation in a relational database. A relation is in first normal form if and only if

• Create a separate table for each set of related data.
• Identify each set of related data with a primary key.

Second normal form (2NF)
In addition to the primary key, the relation may contain other
candidate keys (candidate key: a minimum set of attributes
of the relationship, uniquely identifying each tuple of this relation).
To have relations in 2NF, it is necessary to establish that no
non-prime attributes have part-key dependencies on any of
candidate keys. Any functional dependency on part of any candidate key is a violation of 2NF.
We have to remember that normalization guidelines are cumulative. For a database to be in 2NF, it must first fulfill all the
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criteria of a 1NF database; to be in 3NF, it must be in 2NF ,
etc.

N OTE
Candidate key

Second normal form (2NF)
addresses the concept of removing duplicative data.

Other words, second normal form (2NF)
addresses the concept of removing duplicative data.

A candidate key of a relation is a set of attributes such that
1.

the relation does not have two distinct tuples (i.e.
rows or records in common database language) with
the same values for these attributes (which means that
the set of attributes is a superkey);

2.

there is no proper subset of these attributes for which
(1) holds (which means that the set is minimal).

• Meet all the requirements of the first normal form.
• Remove subsets of data that apply to multiple rows of a table and place them in separate tables.
• Create relationships between these new tables and their
predecessors through the use of foreign keys.

Third normal form (3NF)
Third normal form (3NF) is a normal form that is used in normalizing a database design to reduce the duplication of data
and ensure referential integrity by ensuring that all the attributes in a table are determined only by the candidate keys of
that relation and not by any non-prime atThird normal form (3NF)
tributes.

removes columns that are
not dependent upon the primary key which is one step
further in the concept of removing duplicative data.

The constituent attributes are called prime attributes. Conversely, an attribute that does not occur in ANY candidate
key is called a non-prime attribute.
• Remove columns that are not dependent upon the primary
key. Each column must depend directly on the primary key
and nothing else than primary key.

Other words, third normal form goes one
step further in the concept of removing duplicative data: remove columns that are
not dependent upon the primary key.

• Meet all the requirements of the second normal form.
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N OTE
Help me Codd

A well known phrase related to 3NF is
[Every] non-key [attribute] must provide a fact about the
key, the whole key, and nothing but the key, so help me
Codd.
This is a mnemonic summary of all first three normal
forms.
• Requiring existence of the key ensures that the table is in
1NF.
• Requiring that non-key attributes be dependent on the
whole key ensures 2NF.
• Requiring that non-key attributes be dependent on nothing but the key ensures 3NF.
Notice that while this phrase is a useful mnemonic, the
fact that it only mentions a single key means it defines
some necessary but not sufficient conditions to satisfy the
2nd and 3rd Normal Forms. Both 2NF and 3NF are concerned equally with all candidate keys of a table and not
just any one key.

Example
Normal forms may seems to be a little bit abstract at the first
sight, so let's illustrate the idea with a simple example.
Data
Consider the following set of data
invoice
number

customer
number

customer
name

customer
location

item
(name, quantity,
price)

1

10

Dart Vader

Star Destroyer

{lightsaber, 1, 100},
{black cloak, 2, 50},
{air filter, 10, 2}

2

30

C3PO

Tatooine

{battery, 1, 25}

3

20

Luke
Skywalker

Naboo

{lightsaber, 5, 75},
{belt, 1, 5}

4

30

C3PO

Tatooine

{wires, 1, 10}

First normal form
1NF is violated because
• we have no atomic values ({lightsaber, 1, 100})
• and the value of each attribute contains more than one single value (multiple {...} elements).
This can be fixed this with the following data reorganization
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invoice
number

1

invoice
item

1

customer
number

customer
name

customer
location

10

Dart
Vader

Star
Destroyer

lightsaber

item name

item
quantity

item
price

ficult modifications. Second form normalization requires we
place the customer information in the separate table.
We can fix this reorganizing data into two tables:

1

100

• one to keep informations about invoices (invoice table)

1

2

10

Dart
Vader

Star
Destroyer

black
cloak

2

50

1

3

10

Dart
Vader

Star
Destroyer

air filter

10

2

2

1

30

C3PO

Tatooine

battery

1

25

3

1

20

Luke
Skywalker

Naboo

lightsaber

5

75

3

2

20

Luke
Skywalker

Naboo

belt

1

5

4

1

30

C3PO

Tatooine

wires

1

10

Second normal form
2NF is violated because
• we have a subset of data that apply to multiple rows of a table. In this case we have the following candidate key: {invoice number, invoice item}. The customer informations
(number, name and location) is dependent on a proper subset of it: Invoice number.
The trouble with that is that the customer informations (number, name and location) goes with each line on the invoice.
This cause redundant data, with it's inherent overhead and dif-

invoice
number

customer
number

customer
name

customer
location

1

10

Dart Vader

Star Destroyer

2

20

C3PO

Tatooine

3

30

Luke Skywalker

Naboo

4

30

C3PO

Tatooine

• and the second to keep informations about invoices details
(invoice details table)
invoice
number

invoice
item

item
name

item quantity

item price

1

1

lightsaber

1

100

1

2

black cloak

2

50

1

3

air filter

10

2

2

1

battery

1

25

3

1

lightsaber

5

75

3

2

belt

1

5

4

1

wires

1

10
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Third normal form
3NF is violated because
• we have columns in the invoice table that are not dependent
upon the primary key.
In this case some customer informations depend not only on
the key but also on the other attributes. For example customer name depends (also) on customer number — whenever
we see customer number=10 it implies that customer name
takes the value "Dart Vader". The trouble with that is that
the customer informations (number, name and location), located in the invoice table, cause data redundancy if several invoices are for the same customer (see C3PO). It would also
cause a problems when the customer changes some of them
(for example: location). Third form normalization requires
the customer informations to be moved to a separate table
with its own key (customer number), with only the customer
number in the invoice table.
We can fix this reorganizing data into three tables:
• one to keep informations about invoices (invoice table)
invoice
number

customer
number

1

10

2

20

3

30

4

30

• the second to keep informations about customers details
(customer details table)
customer
number

customer name

customer location

10

Dart Vader

Star Destroyer

20

Luke Skywalker

Naboo

30

C3PO

Tatooine

• and the third to keep informations about invoices details (invoice details table)
invoice
number

invoice
item

item
name

item quantity

item price

1

1

lightsaber

1

100

1

2

black cloak

2

50

1

3

air filter

10

2

2

1

battery

1

25

3

1

lightsaber

5

75

3

2

belt

1

5

4

1

wires

1

10

Now we have data in the third normal form and we may ask
For what? What profits do I have making this? Is it worth it?
The best news is that we don’t have any
Normal forms help keeping
redundant data. This helps a lot keeping
data consistent.
data consistent. If we, for example, want
to change customer’s name, there is only one place to make an
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update (column customer name in details table). If this update succeeds, we are sure that all invoices of that client have
correct name. Contrary, if we have data only in 2NF, there
may be many places to make an update (column customer
name in invoice table). We run into troubles if some of them
will succeeds while other will fails (for example because of system power down). Normal forms supports also efficiency reducing the number of data to process and store.

We can say, that normal
forms just ensures that we
don’t make rookie mistakes
when designing the architecture of a database.

Relational model itself, even with all data
organized according to normal form rules,
doesn’t guarantee data consistency, and
system reliability. This is achieved by implementing transaction model described
in the next section.

Side negative effect of normal forms is high data "fragmentation" which we have mentioned before — recall analogy to a
garage and parking a car in it mentioned earlier. This force us
to massively use joins — additional join tables as well as JOIN
statements to combine pieces of informations into one real object.
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S ECTION 4

Transactional model
and ACID

are attempted, the transaction processing system rolls back
all of the operations of the transaction including the successful ones. Rolling back means erasing all traces of actions made
during transaction execution and restoring the system to the
consistent, known state that it was in before processing of the
transaction began. In case of transaction failure no sign may
remain in the system indicating that an attempt has been
made to perform a transaction. If all operations of a transaction are completed successfully, the transaction is committed
by the system, and all changes are made permanent.When
committed, the transaction cannot be rolled back.

Problems with consistency mentioned in the previous section
is not the only one example of relational model lacks. Another
one is that this model does not define the way in which the database handles concurrent data change requests.

Sometimes instead of transaction, we use in this context a
term atomic. We may consider transactional or atomicity at
many levels like application level, database level, memory access level, etc.

Remedy allowing to solve these problems is to use the concept
transaction.

In multithread environments or concurrent programming we
are talking rather about atomic operation then transaction.
Simple addition

Transaction
Transaction is a very well known concept present in computer
science in various forms.
In the broadest sense of this term we may say about transaction processing which means information processing that is
divided into individual, indivisible group of operations called
transactions. Each transaction must succeed or fail as a complete unit; it can never be only partially complete. If some of
the operations are completed but errors occur when the others

x := x + 4
operation may (not) be atomic. This operation consist of the
following steps
1.

Get value of a memory cell under the address A where variable x is stored.

2.

Increase this value by 4.

3.

Save increased value under the address A.
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Notice that if this sequence is executed by tread T1, another
thread T2 may try to do the same. If addition is not atomic
and threads’ instruction are mixed, there may be multiple execution paths resulting with different results. For example
• T1:1, T1:2, T1:3, T2:1, T2:2, T2:3
sequence results x to be equal to 8 (and this is a correct result), while
• T1:1, T1:2, T2:1, T2:2, T1:3, T2:3
sequence results x to be equal to 4.
An example of a transaction at database level is a monetary
transfer from bank account A to account B. It consists of two
operations, withdrawing the money from account A and saving it to account B. Without transaction, there may happen
the following sequence of operation resulting in incorrect account state
1.

Get account balance for A.

2.

Get account balance for B.

3.

Reduce account balance for A by the amount being transferred.

4.

Increase account balance for B by the amount being transferred.

5.

Save reduced account balance for A.

N OTE
pleonasm

Pleonasm (from Ancient Greek pleonasmós and pleon,
meaning more; too much) is the use of more words or
parts of words than are necessary or sufficient for clear expression: for example go up upstairs, true fact, cash
money, PIN number or VIP person. Some of them are legal to use like PIN number. In this case PIN has its own
meaning which is divorced from its etymology (in this
case, its origin as an acronym of Personal Identification
Number). It has two related meanings, because it is still
used in a close to its origin sense as an acronym (I've forgotten my PIN), as well as in its derived sense as a standalone noun, a new word. In the second case number is
something indispensable we have to add. Sometimes we
add repetitive word to clarify what we are talking about,
narrow down possible interpretations, give context, simply
strengthen meaning or highlight the most important part
of the acronym.
6.

System crash. Increased account balance for B is not
saved.

Performing these operations in an atomic transaction ensures
that the database remains in a consistent state, that is, money
is neither lost nor created if either of those two operations fail.
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An example of a transaction at application level is an electronic payment for shopping. We can imagine the situation
when the confirmation of payment from the banking system
does not reach the store
Transactions are indispensable element of many systems but
may cause performance issues. In many cases, when two or
more transactions use the same resources, they cannot run
concurrently and must run sequentially.
In the next section a term atomic transaction will be used
which may seems to be a pleonasm. We say so, to highlight
some essential features. In this context, transaction should be
understand simply as a sequence of operations without no assumptions we made in this subsection.

ACID
In all serious relational database implementations ACID transaction model is used. This model ensures that data are always
as we expect them to be.
• If we change value now, it will be changed also in the future
— if there are no other actions, we will never see the value
before change again.
• If two attempts to data change occur at the same time, the
result is the same as for their sequential execution.

• If one change depends on the other, then both will be performed in a specific, desired order. If one fails, the effect of
any of them will not be visible.
• After finalizing current changes other new changes cannot
appear till next action is taken.
An ACID transaction should be
• Atomic
The transaction can not be divided — either all the statements in the transaction are applied to the database or none
are.
• Consistent
It refers to the correctness of a database. The database remains in a consistent state before and after transaction execution. All stored data are correct and in accordance with
their logic order of processing.
• Isolated
While multiple transactions can be executed by one or more
users simultaneously, one transaction should not see the effects of other in-progress transactions. This property ensures that the execution of transactions concurrently will result in a state that is equivalent to a state achieved these
were executed serially in some order.
• Durable
Once a transaction is saved (committed) to the database, its
changes are expected to persist even if there is a failure of op54

erating system or hardware. The effects of the transaction,
thus, are never lost.
Note that ACID features are not independent — lack of one of
them may affect others. For example,
• lack of isolation may affect consistency;
• lack of atomicity may affect consistency and isolation;
• lack of on durability may affect atomicity.
From one side ACID along with normal forms and relation theory is the source of the power of relational databases. On the
other hand this is a source of serious and very difficult to overcome practical problems.

chines involved in the transaction, and its isolation guarantee
insists that the transaction hold all of its locks for the full duration of that protocol. Since many of today's tasks are composed of fairly lightweight transactions (each involving few microseconds of actual work), tacking a couple of network round
trips onto every distributed transaction can easily mean that
locks are held for orders of magnitude longer than the time
each transaction really spends updating its locked data items.
This can also result in lock contention between transactions,
which can severely limit transactional throughput. Paradoxically by trying to increase the overall system performance by
adding more machines we achieve the opposite effect: the
more machines constitutes our system, the more time we may
lost trying to ensure ACID properties.

For large transactional applications, with many concurrent requests, large hardware is needed. This may be accomplished
either with scaling up on high-end servers or scaling out on
commodity hardware. The latter solution is much cheaper and
more flexible, which is why it is often chosen. The consequence of this choice is a system architecture where data is divided across many machines and each transaction is executed
at the appropriate one(s).
The problem is that if a transaction acThe more machines consticesses data that is split across multiple
tutes our system, the more
physical machines, guaranteeing the
time we may lost trying to
ensure ACID properties.
ACID properties becomes increasingly
complex: ACID's atomicity guarantee requires a distributed commit protocol across the multiple ma55

S ECTION 5

Codd's relational rules

Every epoch has its magic key term which must be use by
every company to be in main stream. When I was young such
a word was computer. Everything done with computers
seemed to be better than done other ways. Today such a magic
keyword are machine learning, artificial intelligence and big
data. Similar situations occurred when relational databases
became popular. Many vendors named their product to be relational even though they weren't.
Codd formed a set of rules to define what is required from a
database management system in order for it to be considered
relational. He did it as part of a personal campaign to prevent
the vision of the original relational database from being diluted. The set of rules is commonly known under the name
Codd’s 12 Rules but formally there are thirteen rules because
numbering starts from zero.

Here the rules are cited in a form that can be found is various
sources [ ].
Rule 0: The foundation rule
For any system that is advertised as, or claimed to be, a relational data base management system, that system must be
able to manage data bases entirely through its relational capabilities.
Rule 1: The information rule
All information in a relational data base is represented explicitly at the logical level and in exactly one way — by values in
tables.
Other words:All data stored in a database, wether user data
or metadata, must be a value of some table cell. Everything in
a database must be stored in a table format.
Rule 2: The guaranteed access rule
Each and every datum (atomic value) in a relational data
base is guaranteed to be logically accessible by resorting to a
combination of table name, primary key value and column
name.
Other words: Every single indivisible data element (value) is
addressed by triplet: table-name, primary-key (row value),
and attribute-name (column value). No other means, such as
pointers, can be used.
Rule 3: Systematic treatment of null values
Null values (distinct from the empty character string or a
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string of blank characters and distinct from zero or any
other number) are supported in fully relational DBMS for
representing missing information and inapplicable information in a systematic way, independent of data type.

2. View definition.

Other words: There must be one systematic and uniform
treatment of missing values.

5. Authorization.

Rule 4: Dynamic online catalog based on the relational model
The data base description is represented at the logical level
in the same way as ordinary data, so that authorized users
can apply the same relational language to its interrogation
as they apply to the regular data.
Other words: The structure description of the entire database must be stored in an online catalog, known as data dictionary, which can be accessed by authorized users. Users can
use the same query language to access the catalog which they
use to access the database itself.
Rule 5: The comprehensive data sublanguage rule
A relational system may support several languages and various modes of terminal use (for example, the fill-in-the-blanks
mode). However, there must be at least one language whose
statements are expressible, per some well-defined syntax, as
character strings and that is comprehensive in supporting all
of the following items:

3. Data manipulation (interactive and by program).
4. Integrity constraints.

6. Transaction boundaries (begin, commit and rollback).
Other words: Any relational database must use at least one
human readable, well defined language for all type of operation. Human readability means that any expression of this language must be a character string with intuitively understandable commands.
Rule 6: The view updating rule
All views that are theoretically updatable are also updatable
by the system.
Rule 7: Possible for high-level insert, update, and delete
The capability of handling a base relation or a derived relation as a single operand applies not only to the retrieval of
data but also to the insertion, update and deletion of data.
Rule 8: Physical data independence
Application programs and terminal activities remain logically unimpaired whenever any changes are made in either
storage representations or access methods.

1. Data definition.
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Other words: Any change in the physical structure of a database must not have any impact on how the data is being accessed by external applications.

Other words: The end-user must not be able to see that the
data is distributed over various locations. Users should always
get the impression that the data is located at one place only.

Rule 9: Logical data independence
Application programs and terminal activities remain logically unimpaired when information-preserving changes of
any kind that theoretically permit unimpairment are made
to the base tables.

Rule 12: The nonsubversion rule
If a relational system has a low-level (single-record-at-atime) language, that low level cannot be used to subvert or
bypass the integrity rules and constraints expressed in the
higher level relational language (multiple-records-at-atime).

Other words: Complement to rule 8. Any change in the logical structure of a data and database must not have any impact
on how the data is being accessed by external applications.
This rule is very difficult to meet. For example, if two tables
are merged or one is split into two different tables, there
should be no impact or change on the user application.

Other words: If a system has an interface that provides lowlevel access, then the interface must not be able to subvert the
system and bypass security and integrity constraints.

Rule 10: Integrity independence
Integrity constraints specific to a particular relational data
base must be definable in the relational data sublanguage
and storable in the catalog, not in the application programs.
Other words: All database integrity constraints must be independently modified without the need of any change in the
application. This rule makes a database independent of the
front-end application and its interface.
Rule 11: Distribution independence
A relational DBMS has distribution independence.
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S ECTION 6

Summary

use data intensively or never, they will be organized the
same way.

• The relational model is easy as based on natural and simple
to understand concept of tables consisting of rows and columns.
• The relational database is only concerned with data itself —
its logical structure and not with a physical structure of data.
This can improve the performance of the model.
• Taking into account logical data structure allows to avoid
complex database navigation.
•Relational model only cares about data.
The most important is to conform to normal forms. In relational approach we
rarely think about the way we will use
data. Regardless of the type of queries
and data we want to retrieve, their logical
organization will stay the same. Saying the truth, we organize data in total isolation on their usage pattern. Whether we

In relational systems we organize data in total isolation
on their usage pattern.
Whether we use data intensively or never, they will be
organized the same way.
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C HAPTER 4

Key-value
stores

General overview of key-value stores.
• Basic ideas and features.
• Working with Riak.

S ECTION 1

Basic ideas

Array is one of the first (if not the first) data structures taught
to computer science students. After numbers, like integers
and floats, characters, and boolean variables the array is the
simplest, the most universal and present (at least in some
equivalent form) in almost any programming language. In its
most basic form, we can say that an array is an ordered collection of values (objects) of the same type. Each value in the array is associated with an integer number called index. Indexes
are taken from given interval with no gaps — each number
from this interval corresponds to exactly one index which in
turn corresponds to exactly one value.
Although arrays are good, they are no perfect. Mostly because
of restriction to using integers as indexes (very often from language specific range — range starting always from 0 (zero) is
the best known) and limiting values to the same type. Generalization of an array is an associative array where it is allowed
to use arbitrary values for identifiers and array's values. De-

pending on programming language, associative arrays are recognizable by a number of different names, including dictionary, map, hash map, hash table, and symbol table. Regardless of the name, the key feature is ability to store any value
pointed by almost any other value being the key.
In its simplest form, we can say that key-value store is a dictionary. We will use a term dictionary, instead of any other,
because in my opinion it best describes all the related concepts. A book named a dictionary has a list of words (keys)
and each word (key) has one definitions. Definition may be
simple or compound consisting of many sub-definitions depending on its complexity. The paper based dictionary is a simple (analog, non-computer) key-value store where word entries represent keys and definitions (sometimes very elaborated) represent values. If only dictionary entries (words) are
sorted alphabetically, definition retrieval is fast. There is no
need to scan the entire dictionary item by item, key by key to
find what we are looking for. On the other hand there is no option to find something by scanning its contents (definitions) —
we can do this, but it would take too much
time.

A key-value store is a simple database that when presented with a simple string
(the key) returns an arbitrary large BLOB (value).

Like the dictionary, a key-value store is
also indexed by the key. The key points directly to the value, which we can get without need for any search, regardless of the
number of items in our store; an access is almost instantaneous. A key-value store is a simple database that when presented with a simple string (the key) returns an arbitrary large
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BLOB value. Sometimes the key also may be a BLOB. Because
database is in itself a very simple, also very simply is its query
language. Being more precisely, there is no query language because set of operation (queries) is limited to add and remove
key-value pairs into/from a database.

N OTE
BLOB

BLOB (binary large object, or sometimes: basic large object) is a sequence of bytes stored as a single entity. Most
basic examples of BLOBs are images, audio or other multimedia objects, but also binary executable code. In general,
BLOB is anything stored in computer system, which is not
represented as a basic or „standard” data type such as
number, character, string, timestamp or UUID. In case of
BLOBs we don’t care what really BLOB is. We simply treat
it as a sequence of bytes.
The story of blob term is quite interesting. Blobs were originally just big amorphous chunks of data invented by Jim
Starkey at DEC, who describes them as "the thing that ate
Cincinnati, Cleveland, or whatever" referring to The Blob
movie (1958). Later, Terry McKiever, a marketing person
for Apollo, felt that it needed to be an acronym and invented the backronym Basic Large Object. Then Informix
invented an alternative backronym, Binary Large Object.
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S ECTION 2

Key-value vs. relational databases

Contrary to relational database where meaningless keys are
used, the keys in key-value databases are meaningful — see
Key is the key section for more details.
While in relational database we avoid duplicating data, in keyvalue (in NoSQL in general) databases it is a common practice.

Limitations of key-value databases

Simplicity is a key word associated with key-value databases
where everything is simple. Unlike in relational databases,
there are no tables, so there are no features associated with tables, such as columns and constraints on columns. If there are
no tables, there is no need for joins. In consequence foreign
keys do not exists and so key-value databases do not support a
rich query language such as SQL. Saying the truth, their query
language is very primitive.
The only extra feature supported by some
Contrary to relational datakey-value databases are buckets, or collecbase where meaningless
tions. We use them for creating separate
keys are used, the keys in
key-value databases are
namespaces within a database. Keys from
meaningful.
one namespace do not collides with keys
from other so we can use the same keys in
more than one namespace.

There are a lot of key-value databases. Bellow there are some
general limitations which are in line with the general idea of
this database type. For a given database some of them may
not be true.
• The only way to look up values is by key. If we do not think
over the strategy of creating key names well, we may face the
problem of inability to fetch the data stored in the database.
This is really very important so a separate section Key is the
key is devoted to this topic.
• Range queries are not supported out of the box. Because
keys are of the form of any arbitrary string or more generally
BLOB there is no method to define range. It would be possible with for example regular expressions executed on the database side but as for now no key-value database support
this feature. Instead, based on proper key naming strategy,
on the application side, we can generate a sequence of keys
and use them to retrieve values.
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• Queries from one key-value database may not be portable to
the other. This is generally true in NoSQL systems as there
is no standard query language comparable to SQL existing
for relational databases.
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Essential features of keyvalue databases

Despite a huge variety of key-value databases there exists a set
of features common for all of them:
• simplicity,
• speed,
• scalability.

Simplicity
As it was stated in a previous section, simplicity is a key word
describing key-value databases.
Ask yourself, how many times do you really need relational database? Is it really indispensable when developing simple application with persons (company staff) and skills they have?
We spend our time to develop relational database with all of
its requirements (do you remember about normal forms?).

For what? Finally our application retrieves aggregations from
a database to display person by person with their skills on a
simple web page.
If we follow one of the agile method we
If we follow one of the agile
need a flexible tool to rapidly test our
method we need a flexible
changing ideas. With key-values if we
tool to rapidly test our
changing ideas.
would like to track additional attributes
or remove some of them after our program is ready, we can simply add / change code to our program to take care of those attributes. There is no need to
change database code to tell the database about the new attributes set.
In key-value databases, we work with a very simple data
model which resembles dictionary. The syntax for manipulating data is simple. Regardless of the type of an operation, we
specify a namespace, and a key to indicate we want to perform
an action on a key-value pair. Type of it depends on our call.
There are three operations performed on a key-value store:
put, get, and delete.
• put adds a new key-value pair to the table or updates a
value if this key is already present. What should be stressed
here, an update means replace existing value with a new
one. It’s obvious when value is a „real” BLOB like a media
file. If our BLOB is a JSON, we might tend to think about
each of its attribute-value pairs separately. The problem is
that our’s BLOB interval structure is not visible to database
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and even if we want to change one of several hundred values
we have to resend almost the same JSON.
• get returns the value for a given key.
• delete removes a key and its value from the table.
Other feature which simplifies programmers fate is typelessnes which is a consequence of the fact that values are, generally speaking, BLOBs so we can put everything we want. It’s
up to the application to determine what type of data is being
used, such as an integer, string, JSON, XML file, or even binary data like image. This feature is especially useful when the
data type changes or we need to support two or more data
types for the same attribute. Imagine for example a network of
sensors where some of them returns integer value, other logical state or enumeration or even a string. There is no problem
with this in key-value database.

Scalability
As we mentioned in NoSQL: motivation [XXX - to be complete when required section will be completed] scalability is
another most wanted feature all databases wants to have.
Working with key-value databases we have no relational dependencies and all write and read requests are independent
and this seems to be a perfect state for scaling.

Speed
In this case speed is a consequence of simplicity. There is no
need for complicated query resolving logic. Every query directly specify the key and always it is only one key. The only
job is to find the value corresponding to it. Supported with internal design features optimizing performance, key-value databases delivers high-throughput for applications with dataintensive operations.
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Key is the key

Key is the key in effective key-value databases usage. It is so
important, that it is worth to devote a separate part dedicated
only to this topic.
As already stated, keys are used to index, or we can say
uniquely identify, a value within a namespace in a key-value
database. This makes keys sound pretty simple, and sometimes they look so. On the other hand, keys are the only
method we can get the value we are looking for. In key-value
databases, generally speaking, there is no method to scan or
search values so the right key naming strategy is crucial. I
think that term strategy in this context is better than any
other because correct keys names allow us to win information
war and is factor which makes some application much faster
and responsive than others.

keys. Working with numbers is the easiest way to ensure that
every new call for a new key returns a value (number in this
case) which is unique and unused so far.
That's why application designers use
Keys in relational databases
are used to join data. Their
these (numbers) somehow routinely to
numeral values are the easimake keys (primary keys) for rows of data est way to guarantee their
uniqueness.
stored in a table. In relational databases
keys are used to connect (join) data stored
in one table with others tables' data. Storing a primary key to
a row in another table is known as a foreign key. This is the
main purpose, and because of the way relational databases
work, it makes sense (sometimes it is considered as a good
practice) to have such a meaningless keys in this case.
In key-value databases the rules are different. Although we
may think about key-value databases as built on the basis of
very simple table with many rows and just two columns: first
for the key and second for the value, they do not have a builtin table structure. If there are no tables, there are no rows and
columns so the question arise: how to "join", combine or
somehow collect all information related to a given object?
Use right aggregation and key names — is the answer.
Let's go back to our Star Wars based example from Example
subsection in Relational model: normal forms. In third normal form we have three distinct tables. Now imagine that we
want to keep customer data in key-value database.

Although it's not strict rule, while working with relational databases, counters or sequences are very often used to generate
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customer_number

customer_name

customer_location

10

Dart Vader

Star Destroyer

invoice invoice
number
item

item
name

item
item
quantity price

1

1

lightsaber

1

100

1

2

black cloak

2

50

1

3

air filter

10

2

D ATA 4.1 Customer details data stored in relational customer_de-

2

1

battery

1

25

tails table

3

1

lightsaber

5

75

3

2

belt

1

5

4

1

wires

1

10

20

Luke Skywalker

Naboo

30

C3PO

Tatooine

First attempt may look like this
CustomerDetails[10] = 'Dart Vader'
Drawbacks of this are obvious. First we have no information
what customer's detail we have under index 10: her/his name
or maybe age or maybe... Second: how we can store other informations related to this customer?
Usage another namespace might be a solution
CustomerName[10] = 'Dart Vader'
CustomerLocation[10] = 'Star Destroyer'
but this approach leads to potentially huge namespace set
which is not easy to maintain and use. Some of us can live
with this. But will this still be working if we want to store information about an invoice details?
Of course we can use all of the data as values and put them
into our key-value database, for example in the following
JSON document

D ATA 4.2 Invoice details data stored in relational invoice_details table
InvoiceDetails[1] =
{
"
"Invoice details" : [
"
"
{"Item name" : "lightsaber",
"
"
"Item quantity" : 1,
"
"
"Item price" : 100},
"
"
"

"
"
"

{"Item name" : "black cloak",
"Item quantity" : 2,
"Item price" : 50},

"
"
"
"
}

"
"
"
]

{"Item name" : "air filter",
"Item quantity" : 10,
"Item price" : 2}
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or even we can write it as
InvoiceDetails[1] =
{
"
"Invoice number" : 1,
"
"Invoice details" : [
"
"
{"Item name" : "lightsaber",
"
"
"Item quantity" : 1,
"
"
"Item price" : 100},
"
"
"

"
"
"

{"Item name" : "black cloak",
"Item quantity" : 2,
"Item price" : 50},

"
"
"
"

"
"
"
],

{"Item name" : "air filter",
"Item quantity" : 10,
"Item price" : 2}

"
"
"
"
}

"Customer details" : {
"
"Customer name" : "Dart Vader"
"
"Customer location" : "Star Destroyer"
}

Hmm... It's not bad but not as good as it may be. Notice that
we have to parse this JSON every time to get even very basic
piece of information like customer name.

Avoid to use many namespaces. Remember: key is
the key
I hope that with this examples I was able to convince you that
something should be changed in our approach. Because keyvalues databases are simple, we have not too many possibilities. As mentioned earlier, you can construct meaningful
names that entail needed information. For example:
Shop[Customer:10:name] = 'Dart Vader'
Shop[Customer:10:location] = 'Star Destroyer'
Do not follow relational pattern
Never ever copy relational data model. With this example we
face another important issue related with keys. Let's say that
now we want to put information related with invoice details.
We can do this in many different ways. Following relational
pattern for C3PO we have
Shop[customer:30:invoice:2] = ...
Shop[customer:30:invoice:4] = ...
And this is what we should avoid. In this particular case we obtain discontinuous invoice range which makes queries almost
impossible. If range is continuous we can start from 1 and increase counter till we obtain nonexistent key which is interpreted as there are no more items. If range is discontinuous,
every time we obtain nonexistent key we have no idea if there
are no more items or it is only a gap and we should continue
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increasing counter to get all remaining data. More adequately
would be enumerating invoices independently per customer
Shop[customer:30:invoice:1] = ...
Shop[customer:30:invoice:2] = ...
so we could iterate over all invoices related with customer
identified by the number 30.
Mind aggregation you expect to use
On the other hand, if we suppose that we will use the data
most often for order processing, another key naming convention might by more relevant
Shop[invoice:1:customerDetails]
Shop[invoice:1:details] = ...
Shop[invoice:2:customerDetails]
Shop[invoice:2:details] = ...
Shop[invoice:3:customerDetails]
Shop[invoice:3:details] = ...
Shop[invoice:4:customerDetails]
Shop[invoice:4:details] = ...

= ...

Mind range queries you expect to use
Dealing with ranges of values is another thing which should
be considered. If we expect that we will need in the future
process our invoices by date or date range, following naming
convention
Shop[invoice:20171009:1:customerDetails]
Shop[invoice:20171009:1:details] = ...
Shop[invoice:20171010:2:customerDetails]
Shop[invoice:20171010:2:details] = ...
Shop[invoice:20171010:3:customerDetails]
Shop[invoice:20171010:3:details] = ...
Shop[invoice:20171013:4:customerDetails]
Shop[invoice:20171013:4:details] = ...

= ...
= ...
= ...
= ...

would be better than
= ...
= ...
= ...

As we can see in this case following relational pattern in numbering invoices sounds good.
Again this is a sign for us that correct key naming is a strategy
and should be chosen very carefully with respect to the aggregation boundaries we have discussed in previous part [XXX to be complete when required section will be completed] and
application (developers) future needs.

Shop[invoice:1:customerDetails] =
Shop[invoice:1:details] = ...
Shop[invoice:1:date] = "20171009"
Shop[invoice:2:customerDetails] =
Shop[invoice:2:details] = ...
Shop[invoice:2:date] = "20171010"
Shop[invoice:3:customerDetails] =
Shop[invoice:3:details] = ...
Shop[invoice:3:date] = "20171010"
Shop[invoice:4:customerDetails] =
Shop[invoice:4:details] = ...
Shop[invoice:4:date] = "20171013"

...

...

...

...
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If you have developed relational data models, you might have
noticed parallels between the key-naming convention we have
just presented and tables, columns names and primary keys.
Concatenating a table name with a primary key, and a column name to get Customer:10:name key is equivalent to a
relational table customer, with a column called name, and a
row identified by the primary key ID of 10. It's worth to
stress that we should avoid key naming conventions which
mimics relational databases schema. If it is the case it's worth
to consider database replacement. Using key-value database
as relational do not seems to be reasonable but maybe in some
specific cases (for example when the total number of tables is
low) could be effective.
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Values

Working with key-value database we have to carefully select
key naming strategy. Similarly we have to balance aggregation boundaries for values to make writes and
reads more efficient as well as reduce latency.
Bellow there are some strategies. If they are good or bad depends on you — we will try to highlight their pros and cons.
Values which are big aggregates
The following aggregate may be an example of this strategy
{
"
"
"
"
"

"Invoice number" : 1,
"Invoice details" : [
"
{"Item name" : "lightsaber",
"
"Item quantity" : 1,
"
"Item price" : 100},

"
"
"

"
"
"

{"Item name" : "black cloak",
"Item quantity" : 2,
"Item price" : 50},

"
"
"
"

"
"
"
"

{"Item name" : "air filter",
"Item quantity" : 10,
"Item price" : 2}
],"

"
"
"
"

"
"
"
}

"Customer details" : {
"
"Customer name" : "Dart Vader",
"
"Customer location" : "Star Destroyer"

}

The advantage of using a structure such as this is that much of
the information about invoice is available with a single key
lookup. By storing all the informations together, we might reduce the number of disk seeks that must be performed to read
all the needed data.
On the other hand when an additional item is added or even
existing one is edited (changed), the whole structure has to be
written to a disc. As structure grows in size, the time required
to read and write the data can increase.
Another drawback is that we have to read such a big structure
even if we need only a small piece of information — this way
we waste time for reading and memory for storing it.
Keep together values commonly used
Another approach is to store only commonly used values to72

gether. For example under the separate keys invoice and customer details. Now we have more seeks and more reads operations but we spend less time reading particular data.
Small values supports cache
Assume that our database keeps data we have read before in
memory buffer (cache) so in case we want them again database could serve them much faster than from disc. Of course
the size of cache is limited so we may be able to store, say 2
big structures or 10 smaller. Now if we want to print third customer name we have to remove one big structure and replace
it with a new one or, in the second case, remove one small
structure (for example with second customer name) and replace it with a third customer name. In the second case if we
need second customer items there is a high chance that all of
them are still in the memory while in the first case the probability that we don’t have to reloaded them is much lower.
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Summary

• No tables, so there are no features associated with tables,
such as columns types or constraints on columns.
• There is no tables so there is no need for joins. In consequence foreign keys do not exists.
• Do not support a rich query language such as SQL. Saying
the truth, query language is very primitive and limited to
simple select, insert and delete equivalent commands.
• Contrary to relational databases where meaningless keys are
used, the keys in key-value databases are meaningful and
play crucial role.
• Although key-value databases don’t have any structure we
have to very carefully balance aggregation boundaries for values to make writes and reads more efficient as well as reduce latency.
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Working with Riak

Here is an example of storing an object (short text: Test
string 01) under the key key001 in the bucket bucket001, which bears the type type001
nosql@riak:~$ curl -X PUT \
>" -H "Content-Type: text/plain" \
>" -d "Test string 01" \
>" http://localhost:8098/types/type001/buckets/bu
"
cket001/keys/key001

Riak replays with
Unknown bucket type: type001

Creating object
To facilitate key handling, objects in Riak are collected in buckets. Buckets are essentially a flat namespace and may also be
seen as a common prefix for a set of keys or a table name if we
want to have some reference to relational model.The basic
form of writes (object creation) is:
PUT /types/<type>/buckets/<bucket>/keys/<key>

There is no need to intentionally create buckets. They pop into
existence when keys are added to them, and disappear when
all keys have been removed from them. If we don’t specify a
bucket’s type, the type default will be applied. If we're using
HTTP, POST can be used instead of PUT. The only difference
between POST and PUT is that we should POST in cases
where we want Riak to auto-generate a key.

Notice that although we don't have to create bucket in advance, we have to create and activate a type we want to use —
the above command will only work if the type001 bucket
type has been created and activated. The step below allows to
create the bucket type
nosql@riak:~$ sudo riak-admin bucket-type create
type001 '{"props":{}}'
type001 created

and than activate it
nosql@riak:~$ sudo riak-admin bucket-type activate
type001
type001 has been activated

Now we can again try to add an object
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nosql@riak:~$ curl -X PUT \
>" -H "Content-Type: text/plain" \
>" -d "Test string 01" \
>" http://localhost:8098/types/type001/buckets/bu
"
cket001/keys/key001

Hmmm... Riak replays with no errors and no any other messages... It's time to get something from our database.

Reading object
We can think of writes in Riak as analogous to HTTP PUT
(POST) requests. Similarly, reads in Riak correspond to HTTP
GET requests. We specify a bucket type, bucket, and key, and
Riak either returns the object that’s stored there—including
its siblings (more on that later)—or it returns not found
(the equivalent of an HTTP 404 Object Not Found).
Here is the basic command form for retrieving a specific key
from a bucket:
GET /types/<type>/buckets/<bucket>/keys/<key>

and how we can use it
nosql@riak:~$ curl http://localhost:8098/types/typ
e001/buckets/bucket001/keys/key001
Test string 01

If there’s no object stored in the location where we attempt a
read, we will get the not found response.

nosql@riak:~$ curl http://localhost:8098/types/typ
e001/buckets/bucket001/keys/key002
not found

Updating objects
If an object already exists under a certain key and we want to
write a new object to that key, Riak needs to know what to do,
especially if multiple writes are happening at the same time.
Which of the objects being written should be deemed correct?
These question can arise quite frequently in distributed, eventually consistent systems.
Riak decides which object to choose in case of conflict using
causal context. These objects track the causal history of objects. They are attached to all Riak objects as metadata, and
they are not readable by humans. Using causal context in an
update would involve the following steps:
• Fetch the object.
• Modify the object’s value (without modifying the fetched context object).
• Write the new object to Riak.
The most important thing to bear in mind when updating objects is this: we should always read an object prior to
updating it unless we are certain that no object is
stored there. If we are storing sensor data in Riak and using
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timestamps as keys, for example, then we can be sure that
keys are not repeated. In that case, making writes to Riak without first reading the object is fine. If we’re not certain, however, then it is recommend always reading the object first.
When using curl, the context object is attached to the XRiak-Vclock header
nosql@riak:~$ curl -i http://localhost:8098/types/
type001/buckets/bucket001/keys/key001
HTTP/1.1 200 OK
X-Riak-Vclock: a85hYGBgzGDKBVI8ypz/frbujHgFZDNlMCU
y5rEy9LiyXOXLAgA=
Vary: Accept-Encoding
Server: MochiWeb/1.1 WebMachine/1.10.9 (cafe not
found)
Link: </buckets/bucket001>; rel="up"
Last-Modified: Thu, 06 Sep 2018 10:26:38 GMT
ETag: "1KTnww1Q52P9d666EtbP41"
Date: Thu, 06 Sep 2018 10:28:56 GMT
Content-Type: text/plain
Content-Length: 14

As we can see, for HTTP, we can get the header information
shown before the data by using -i /--include option. curl
understands also the -D / —dump-header option when getting files from both FTP and HTTP, and it will then store the
headers in the specified file.

nosql@riak:~$ curl -D headers.txt http://localhost
:8098/types/type001/buckets/bucket001/keys/key001
Test string 01
nosql@riak:~$ cat headers.txt
HTTP/1.1 200 OK
X-Riak-Vclock: a85hYGBgzGDKBVI8ypz/frbujHgFZDNlMCU
y5rEy9LiyXOXLAgA=
Vary: Accept-Encoding
Server: MochiWeb/1.1 WebMachine/1.10.9 (cafe not
found)
Link: </buckets/bucket001>; rel="up"
Last-Modified: Thu, 06 Sep 2018 10:26:38 GMT
ETag: "1KTnww1Q52P9d666EtbP41"
Date: Thu, 06 Sep 2018 10:29:30 GMT
Content-Type: text/plain
Content-Length: 14

When performing a write to the same key, that same header
needs to accompany the write for Riak to be able to use the
context object. Before we will do this, let's check what will happen if we will ignore X-Riak-Vclock:
nosql@riak:~$ nosql@riak:~$ curl -X PUT \
>" -H "Content-Type: text/plain" -d "Test string
01_updated" \
>" http://localhost:8098/types/type001/buckets/bu
cket001/keys/key001
nosql@riak:~$ curl -D headers.txt http://localhost
:8098/types/type001/buckets/bucket001/keys/key001
Siblings:
1KTnww1Q52P9d666EtbP41
38C20HjUtlR8syP3CMGlVW

Something goes wrong — we will be back to this case a little
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bit later. Let's create another object na update it according to
the above steps (using X-Riak-Vclock header).
nosql@riak:~$ nosql@riak:~$ curl -X PUT -H "Conten
t-Type: text/plain" -d "Test string 02" http://loc
alhost:8098/types/type001/buckets/bucket001/keys/k
ey002
nosql@riak:~$ curl -D headers.txt
http://localhost:8098/types/type001/buckets/bucket
001/keys/key002
Test string 02
nosql@riak:~$ cat headers.txt
HTTP/1.1 200 OK
X-Riak-Vclock: a85hYGBgzGDKBVI8ypz/frZuctCDCCUy5rE
yzN/McpUvCwA=
Vary: Accept-Encoding
Server: MochiWeb/1.1 WebMachine/1.10.9 (cafe not
found)
Link: </buckets/bucket001>; rel="up"
Last-Modified: Thu, 06 Sep 2018 10:30:30 GMT
ETag: "4j7mSGlt44VnZkh8eaCltP"
Date: Thu, 06 Sep 2018 10:30:55 GMT
Content-Type: text/plain
Content-Length: 14

Having a new object (string Test string 02) we can try to
modify it

nosql@riak:~$ curl -X PUT \
>" -H "Content-Type: text/plain" \
>" -H "X-Riak-Vclock: a85hYGBgzGDKBVI8ypz/frZuctC
DCCUy5rEyzN/McpUvCwA=" \
>" -d "Test string 02 udated" \
>" http://localhost:8098/types/type001/buckets/bu
cket001/keys/key002
nosql@riak:~$ curl -D headers.txt http://localhost
:8098/types/type001/buckets/bucket001/keys/key002
Test string 02 updated
nosql@riak:~$ cat headers.txt
HTTP/1.1 200 OK
X-Riak-Vclock: a85hYGBgzGDKBVI8ypz/frZuctCDCCUy5bE
y8G5lucqXBQA=
Vary: Accept-Encoding
Server: MochiWeb/1.1 WebMachine/1.10.9 (cafe not
found)
Link: </buckets/bucket001>; rel="up"
Last-Modified: Thu, 06 Sep 2018 10:31:55 GMT
ETag: "5RUinoCMbFaMyGdfofm5bZ"
Date: Thu, 06 Sep 2018 10:32:00 GMT
Content-Type: text/plain
Content-Length: 22

Notice that after update our X-Riak-Vclock has been changed
from
a85hYGBgzGDKBVI8ypz/frZuctCDCCUy5rEyzN/McpUvCwA=

to
a85hYGBgzGDKBVI8ypz/frZuctCDCCUy5bEy8G5lucqXBQA=
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Conflict Resolution. Siblings
A sibling is created when Riak is unable to resolve the canonical version of an object being stored, i.e. when Riak is presented with multiple possible values for an object and can’t figure out which one is most causally recent. In our vase we have
such a conflict: there are to objects (string Test string 01
and Test string 01_updated) under the same key
key001 in the bucket bucket001, which bears the type
type001.
nosql@riak:~$ nosql@riak:~$ curl -D headers.txt ht
tp://localhost:8098/types/type001/buckets/bucket00
1/keys/key001
Siblings:
1KTnww1Q52P9d666EtbP41
38C20HjUtlR8syP3CMGlVW

As we can see, reading an object with sibling values will result
in some form of “multiple choices” response (e.g., 300 Multiple Choices in HTTP). If we’re using the HTTP interface
and want to view all sibling values, we can attach an Accept:
multipart/mixed header to our request to get all siblings in
one request:

nosql@riak:~$ curl -X GET \
>" -H "Accept: multipart/mixed" \
>" -D headers.txt \
>" http://localhost:8098/types/type001/buckets/bu
cket001/keys/key001
--LJ8Xy5UHU8z3L3OtKvMwM7BX9DM
Content-Type: text/plain
Link: </buckets/bucket001>; rel="up"
Etag: 1KTnww1Q52P9d666EtbP41
Last-Modified: Thu, 06 Sep 2018 11:26:38 GMT
Test string 01
--LJ8Xy5UHU8z3L3OtKvMwM7BX9DM
Content-Type: text/plain
Link: </buckets/bucket001>; rel="up"
Etag: 38C20HjUtlR8syP3CMGlVW
Last-Modified: Thu, 06 Sep 2018 11:27:10 GMT
Test string 01 updated
--LJ8Xy5UHU8z3L3OtKvMwM7BX9DM-nosql@riak:~$ cat headers.txt
HTTP/1.1 300 Multiple Choices
X-Riak-Vclock: a85hYGBgzGDKBVI8ypz/frbujHgFZDNnMCU
y5bEy/KthvcqXBQA=
Vary: Accept, Accept-Encoding
Server: MochiWeb/1.1 WebMachine/1.10.9 (cafe not
found)
Last-Modified: Thu, 06 Sep 2018 10:27:10 GMT
ETag: "6nZEerBvuMlMlcQITGUY7C"
Date: Thu, 06 Sep 2018 21:28:56 GMT
Content-Type: multipart/mixed; boundary=LJ8Xy5UHU8
z3L3OtKvMwM7BX9DM
Content-Length: 421
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We can request individual siblings by adding the vtag query
parameter specifying which sibling to retrieve.
nosql@riak:~$ curl http://localhost:8098/types/typ
e001/buckets/bucket001/keys/key001
Siblings:
1KTnww1Q52P9d666EtbP41
38C20HjUtlR8syP3CMGlVW
nosql@riak:~$ curl http://localhost:8098/types/typ
e001/buckets/bucket001/keys/key001?vtag=1KTnww1Q52
P9d666EtbP41
Test string 01
nosql@riak:~$ curl http://localhost:8098/types/typ
e001/buckets/bucket001/keys/key001?vtag=38C20HjUtl
R8syP3CMGlVW
Test string 01 updated

nosql@riak:~$ curl -X PUT \
>" -H "Content-Type: text/plain" \
>" -H "X-Riak-Vclock: a85hYGBgzGDKBVI8ypz/frbujHg
FZDNnMCUy5bEy/KthvcqXBQA=" \
>" -d "Test string 01 updated" \
>" http://localhost:8098/types/type001/buckets/bu
cket001/keys/key001
nosql@riak:~$ curl -X GET http://localhost:8098/ty
pes/type001/buckets/bucket001/keys/key001
Test string 01 updated

Deleting objects
The delete command looks like this
DELETE /types/TYPE/buckets/BUCKET/keys/KEY

To resolve the conflict, store the resolved version with the XRiak-Vclock given in the response — in our case:
X-Riak-Vclock:
a85hYGBgzGDKBVI8ypzfrbujHgFZDNnMCUy5bEy/KthvcqXBQA=

and we can use it as it is shown below
nosql@riak:~$ curl http://localhost:8098/types/typ
e001/buckets/bucket001/keys/key002
Test string 02 updated
nosql@riak:~$ curl -X DELETE http://localhost:8098
/types/type001/buckets/bucket001/keys/key002

nosql@riak:~$ curl http://localhost:8098/types/typ
e001/buckets/bucket001/keys/key002
not found
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